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NOTIGE
The study upon which the report on the Wood-Using In­
dustries of Iowa is based, was conducted by the Forest Service 
in cooperation with the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
the work being done under the direction of 0 . T. Swan, in 
charge, office of Wood Utilization, Forest Service, United 
States Department of Agriculture, and GL B. MacDonald, for­
ester of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. The statis­
tics were compiled from data collected in the spring of 1912 and 
cover a period of one year from January 1 to December 31, 1911. 
J. T. Harris of the Forest Service visited all parts of the state 
to secure information and assisted Hu Maxwell of the Forest 
Service in the preparation of the report. By the terms of 
the cooperative agreement, the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station is authorized to publish the findings of the investi­
gation.
The chapters upon the “ Timber Resources of Iowa”  and 
“ White Pine in Iowa”  were not prepared in cooperation with 
the Forest Service but are published herewith on account of 
the close relation between the wood-using industries and the 
supply of native timber. The chapter upon the “ Timber Re­
sources of Iowa”  was prepared by Prof. G. B. MacDonald 
from material derived from his investigations. The chapter 
upon “ White Pine in Iowa”  was prepared by Prof. Nelson C. 
Brown.
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Taber & Co.’ s saw m ill. L ook in g  dow n across boom  of logs in the M ississippi river. L ogs come from  Minnesota, 
by railroad 90 m iles, and by ra ft the rest o f the distance. The lo gs w ere used directly from  this boom  to the  
m ill. Lee county, Iow a.
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WOOD WORKING INDUSTRIES OF IOWA
By Hu M a xw ell , Expert, and J ohn T. H arris, Statistician 
U. S. Forest Service
INTRODUCTION
Iowa is essentially an agricultural state, about 90 per cent 
of its area being taken up with more than 217,000 farms. Prob­
ably one-fifth of the state was forested when white men first 
reached it, the growth being along the rivers, though the for­
est often reached back many miles into the prairies. The 
finest sycamore, walnut and oak were soon cut and timber 
of that class has almost disappeared. Today, in fact, practi­
cally nothing of the original forest remains. Much timber has 
been planted, however, some as woodlots and some for wind­
breaks • and shelterbelts.
Most of the material obtained from Iowa forests goes to 
supply the ever-increasing domestic needs of the woodlot owners 
and is not accounted for in this statement of the annual con­
sumption of wood for factory products. Iowa still produces 
timber, but by far the greater part of the wood used by man­
ufacturers conies from outside. The state’s wood-using in­
dustries are important and it is giving more attention to plans 
for protecting and further developing such valuable assets as 
the woodlot and the industries depending on wood.
The object of this publication is to supply useful informa­
tion for the owners of woodlots and manufacturers of wooden 
products. Hitherto there has been no study of what specific 
uses are made of lumber after it leaves the sawmill. Some 
of it goes directly into building and general construction work 
with no additional process of manufacture, but much of it 
passes through wood-working machinery of all kinds, through 
the hands of skilled mechanics and is converted into the various 
finished articles such as sash, doors, agricultural implements, 
handles, vehicles, furniture and many other products. The 
data presented have value both to buyers and to sellers of raw 
material in Iowa. From the facts showing fhe total demands 
of each species by the different industries!, the cost of the 
raw material f. o. b. factory, the exact use to which ea,ch wood 
is put, the relative amounts supplied by the state and by out­
side states, the qualities of wood which recommend it for a 
specific use, the woodlot owner will be better qualified to form
7
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an intelligent opinion of what woods should be grown and in 
what industries he can find the most profitable market for his 
surplus timber. The manufacturer will be enabled to study 
the specific uses, qualities and costs of the different speciesi, 
compare homegrown woods with those imported from other 
states, learn more about the utilization of factory waste, note 
the smallest sizes of lumber and dimension stock that can be 
profitably used by the various industries and thereby lessen 
the present factory waste.
WOODS USED IN IOW A
In quantity the white pine used by Iowa manufacturers 
equals nearly any four other woods. In price per thousand feet 
it is exceeded by 23 species. The highest average price paid for 
any species was for 5,000 feet of Circassian walnut at $300 
per thousand. The cheapest was black willow at $14. Com­
pared with prices in most other regions no very cheap wood 
is used in the state. Some of the states which buy lumber 
for manufacturing purposes at a lower rate than Iowa pays 
are: Missouri, 1 wood; Arkansas, 10 woods; Michigan, 10; 
Tennessee, 12; and Louisiana and Mississippi, 19 each. The 
average price for the entire quantity of wood purchased by 
Iowa manufacturers was considerably above tlm average _ in 
most states. This was because Iowa is not in a timber region 
and also because the kind of manufacturing carried on de­
mands a good class of raw material. Still another reason for 
the high cost of the wood may be found in the fact that, much 
of it is bought in rather small amounts and retail markets are 
patronized. The woodworkers of Iowa are not generally in 
the business for the purpose of working up and disposing of 
an abundance of material that is seeking a market, but rather 
to supply a market which is active in its demands. Iowa man­
ufacturers of wood products sell largely to home people.
Less than three per cent of the lumber and logs used grow 
in the state. Iowa is an interesting battleground between the 
southern, western, and lake states manufacturers of lumber, 
and is so situated territorially that it, receives competitive bids 
from regions on all sides. It draws also from a wide range of 
species as table I shows. Freight rates from the extreme west 
to Iowa are not prohibitively above rates from the extreme 
south. The result is that very interesting competition has de­
veloped between certain species of wood for certain purposes. 
For example, though the average prices of redwood in Iowa 
is about $10 above the price of cypress, yet the California 
wood is so easily handled in the factory and is so free from 
defects that many establishments are willing to pay the dif-
8
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ference in price. Redwood makes a very attractive appearance 
in a number of commodities, such as dairymen’s and apiarists’ 
supplies, tanks, silos, and general mill work. Possibly the 
western sawmill men are shipping into the state a carefully 
selected stock, but however that may be, redwood is increasing 
in favor even with the heavy handicap in price. The quantity 
of cypress bought in 1911 by Iowa manufacturers, however, 
was nine times that, of redwood. In the same way, Douglas fir 
from Washington and longleaf pine from Louisiana meet in 
active competition in Iowa wood-working factories. The south­
ern wood is purchased in considerably larger amounts, but the 
fir is higher in price, and there is not, much difference in the 
total cost.
Though from a lumbering standpoint, Iowa is properly 
classed as a nonproducing territory, probably 25 per cent or 
more of the raw material it consumes reaches the factories in 
log form. This is due to the fact, that Minnesota foresits supply 
a large amount of the pine by rafting it down the Mississippi 
to the large manufacturing establishments at Davenport, Du­
buque, and Keokuk. One establishment, alone receives annually 
18,000,000 board feet in log form. These mills, however, which 
depend on the rivers to bring them logs from the northern 
forests report a gradual decrease in the supply of logs in 
recent years. The falling o ff in river shipments is due to 
the activities of the railroads and to the diminution of - the 
accessible timber immediately on the water fronts about the 
upper Mississippi and its principal tributaries.
Though Iowa supplies its factories with less than 3 per cent 
of the wood they use, there is in the state an up-to-date sawmill 
running regularly and sawing daily 125,000 feet of logs. This 
showsi that the prairie area is a good consumer of raw material 
in its roughest form. The owner of this large mill reports that 
be has a great advantage over mills located a long distance from 
the centers of population when it comes to disposing of waste 
material, such as slabs, sawdust, odd lengths, and inferior low 
grade lumber. In the prairie districts all such material can 
be disposed of at more or less of a profit, for kindling if for 
nothing else, but in lumbering districts proper it finds few 
buyers, and most of it goes to waste. It can be made profitable, 
therefore, to transport logs long distances in order to reach a 
market for what would otherwise be waste.
The state of Iowa is making rapid progress toward caring 
for and developing its natural timber resources. The Iowa 
State College of Agriculture a,nd Mechanic Arts at Ames is 
well equipped for and is carrying on a large number of experi­
ments for the guidance of those interested in forestry, in antici­
pation of a time when the region must depend upon itself for
9
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a large part of its timber. There are a score or more of im­
portant manufacturing centers, including Des Moines, Dubuque $ 
Davenport, Keokuk, Cedar Rapids, Sioux City, and Clinton, 
each of which has a number of large wood-working plants which 
claim to be in position to compete successfully with establish­
ments situated in remote but heavily wooded districts. It is 
claimed that fhe cost of shipping the raw material in the rough 
form is more than offset by the closer utilization possible around 
cities located in the nontimbered belt. The Mississippi is a 
great aid in cheap transportation from t,he north. Contem­
plated locks and dams, to be built by the federal government 
between Illinois and Iowa, should add much to the stream’s 
\alue in that respect. It, is further anticipated that the devel­
opment of water power, now in process, will greatly stimulate 
manufacturing.
The figuresi in this report, showing the amount of wood used, 
the cost and other details of manufacture, are for the year 
1911, or as nearly representing that year as possible.
WHITE PINE
A  consumption of more than 74,000,000 feet of white pine 
was reported by manufacturers of wood products in Iowa. A  
word of explanation seems necessary in order that these figures 
may not be misleading. There are several woods known as 
white pine in the United States, and several of them are mar­
keted in Iowa. The white pine (Pinus strobus) of Minnesota,, 
Wisconsin, and Michigan, finds its way into Iowa in large 
amounts, and when a buyer of lumber reports white pine it 
is assumed that he means the northern and eastern woods. 
However, this is not always the case, as there is a pine in Idaho 
and Montana called western white pine (Pinus montícola), some 
of which reaches the prairie states oft,en simply as white pine. 
Another wood enters Iowa from the Pacific coast and it some­
times passes as California white pine or simply as white pine, 
Its true name is western yellow pine {Pinus 'ponderosa) and 
it is not in the white pine group, though the wood is some­
times moderately light and soft and often white in color. Two 
other pines may enter Iowa, from Arizona and New Mexico, 
and be classed as white pine.
In compiling this report, all woods that were not the north­
ern white pine were excluded from the figures for that species, 
if their origin were known, but in some instances the origin 
of the wood was not stated, and for that reason some of the 
wood listed as white pine in Table 1, and in following tables, 
may be made up of one or more species of western pine.
The northern white pine which enters Iowa is chiefly from 
Minnesota. Even that may be mixed with red or Norway pine
10
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(Pinus resinosa), for the two frequently go to market as onh 
The range of white pine extends from Newfoundland to Man­
itoba, and as far south along the mountains as northern Georgia. 
A small corner of Iowa is included in the range, but no large 
amount of this wood was ever cut in the state. It grows well 
when planted, and in the future it may become one of the 
important woodlot species there. A  few farms have white 
pine woodlots in flourishing condition.
SHORTLEAF PINE
Second in quantity among the woods used in Iowa is the 
southern pine known as shortleaf. It is one of the three south­
ern yellow pines listed in table I, the others being longleaf and 
loblolly. Most of the shortleaf pine reported was probably cut 
in the forests of Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. 
Its average cost was a little above that of white pine.
WHITE ASH
Three or more species of ash grow in Iowa, and the wood 
of others is imported. Practically all the ash used in the state 
was imported, and most of it was doubtless the common white 
or gray ash which is found in all the eastern and central parts 
of the United States. Green ash is native in the state. It is 
a rather small tree and does not often go to sawmills. Red 
ash likewise grows in the state, but is scarce. The importance 
of ash is apparent from the fact that nearly 20,000,000 feet a 
year are brought into Iowa at, a cost exceeding $550,000. The 
largest portion of it is used by makers of novelties.
LONGLEAF PINE
Longleaf is the strongest, of the commercial yellow pines of 
the south. It is of slow growth and has thinner sapwood than 
any other southern pine. The heartwood is also darker in color. 
Most of this timber that reaches Iowa is cut in the lower Mis­
sissippi Valley, largely in Louisiana and Mississippi. Its most 
active competitor for the Iowa markets is Douglas fir of the Pa­
cific coast. More is employed for tanks and silos than in any 
other industry.
CYPRESS
Cypress is widely used in the state. In quantity demanded 
yearly it is next below longleaf pine. The supply comes from 
the lower Mississippi Valley, the northern limit of the produc­
tive cypress forests being in southern Illinois and Missouri. 
It thrives in swamps and overflowed lands and is a tree of
11
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very slow growth. The wood is durable when exposed to the 
weather, which makes it valuable in outside work, but, it is 
equally valuable as an interior wood. Its particular place in 
the several industries will be shown later in this report.
DOUGLAS FIR
Douglas fir from the Pacific coast has recently reached an 
important position in the wood-using industries of the Missis­
sippi Valley. The trees grow to large size, and because of 
th<i dense forest in which they are found, they are clear of 
Jimbs to a great height. The trunks yield a high ratio of 
first-classi lumber. Larger pieces may be sawed from Douglas 
fir than from any other free in this country except redwood. 
Timbers from 75 to 100 feet long are frequently reported in 
the output of large sawmills. The properties of the wood are 
very much like those of longleaf pine. Its largest use in Iowa 
is for tanks and silos. It cosits in that market about $5 a thou­
sand more than longleaf pine.
RED PINE
This wood is often called Norway pine. It does not grow 
in Iowa, but is found mixed with white pine in northern Wis­
consin and Minnesota. Enormous quantities were formerly cut 
in Michigan, and much of it was marketed as white pine. Its 
average cost in Iowa is about $4 a thousand less than white 
pine. Its most important use in the state is in the manufac­
ture o f planing mill products.
WHITE OAK
Several species of oak probably pass as white oak in Iowa, 
but in the absence of specific information they are all included 
in the statistics of white oak, except those that belong in the 
red oak class. The people of the state paid an average price 
of nearly $47 a thousand for their white oak. Some high-grade 
oak grows locally, but most of that bought by manufacturers 
was shipped in from other states. The principal uses reported 
for it were sash, doors, blinds, vehicles, furniture, and agricul­
tural implements. A  dozen or more oaks belonging in the white 
oak class have wood so much like genuine white oak that it fre­
quently passes for it. Mlich is qarter-sawed, by which process 
the bright streaks (medullary rays) of the wood are exposed 
to view, greatly enhancing the beauty of the material. White 
oak possesses valuable properties in greater number than al­
most any other wood. It is strong, stiff, hard, heavy, tough, 
clastic, long-lasting, and handsome.
12
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RED OAK
The quantity of red oak reported by manufacturers in Iowa 
in 1911 was a little less than that of white oak, and the average 
cost was slightly lower. Several oaks are grouped in thé red 
oak class. They differ much in value. Some rate equal in 
most respects to white oak, but, others fall much below. The 
true, red oak is an excellent material for furniture, finish, and 
other commodities which demanded an attractive grain united 
with hardness, weight, and strength. The color of the wood 
of white oak is light, that of red oaks is of darker hue. The 
name red oak refers to the color of the wood, but white oak 
relates more to the bark than to the wood. In Iowa red oak 
is used in much the same way as white oak, except that it is 
not in much demand for vehicles.
WESTERN YELLOW PINE
This wood in the markets is often called California white 
pine. It, is a true yellow pine, and its range covers nearly 
the western half of the United States. It is a timber tree of 
great value and possibilities, and it stands well with the wood 
users of the country. Its range extends from the Pacific coast 
to the Black Hills in South Dakota, thence southward through 
the Rock Mountain region. California and Oregon yield ex­
cellent grades of this lumber.
RED SPRUCE
Six and a half million feet of spruce were reported. Table 1 
lists all of it as red spruce which is t,he principal species in 
the East from which spruce lumber is sawed. It is certain, 
however, that all of the spruce reported in Iowa was not the 
eastern species. Some came from the northwest and was the 
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) , and possibly a little was the 
Engelmann spruce {Picea engelmanni) of the Rocky Moun­
tains. The black spruce and the white spruce of the northern 
states may also have contributed to the supply in Iowa.  ^ The 
character of spruce lumber is much the same, irrespective of 
what the particular species may be. The wood is light in 
weight and color.
RED GUM
Red gum has come into use in recent years. It was formerly 
considered of little value. Difficulty was experienced in sea­
soning it, but, improved methods have rendered the process much 
easier. The principal uses for it are as material for furniture 
and interior finish, but it has many other uses. It is generally
13
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a tree with thick, white sapwood, and darker heartwood. Both 
heartwood and sapwood are used, the heartwood, however, being 
the most valuable part of the tree. Red gum may be finished to 
imitate a number of costly woodsi, among them Circassian wal­
nut which is very expensive and scarce. Red gum is not a 
timber tree in Iowa, but a considerable amount, is lumbered in 
southern Missouri and Illinois, and in regions farther south. 
It does best in low, swampy tracts.
WHITE ELM
White elm is the common elm of the lumber trade, but is 
not the only one. Slippery elm ( TJlmus pubescens) or red elm 
is frequently cut, and cork elm (TJlm.us racemosa) is also com­
mon. White elm is found in most regions east of the Rocky 
Mountains. Probably all three elms are used by Iowa wood­
workers; and possibly wing elm ( TJlmus alata), a southern 
species which does not grow in the state, is shipped in small 
amounts from the lower Mississippi Valley. Comparatively 
little of that reported by manufacturers was grown in the state. 
More was used by vehicle makers and the manufacturers of 
agricultural implements than by other industries, though crate 
material made a rather large demand.
YELLOW BIRCH
Table I lists nearly 4,500,000 feet of yellow birch. As in 
the case of elm, it is certain that all of the birch does not come 
from ai single species, though most, of it is yellow birch. The 
state furnished only 50,000 feet, and most of the rest came 
from Wisconsin and Minnesota. Three species of birch are 
found in small amounts in Iowa, river birch (Betula nigra), 
sweet birch (Betula lento), and paper birch (Betula papyrifera). 
Much of the birch lumber which is used for doors, floors, fur­
niture, and interior house finish, is the yellow and the sweet 
birch. The former (Betula lutea) does not grow in Iowa.
HEMLOCK
Hemlock is shipped into Iowa from Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
and Michigan. It is strong and serviceable, but coarse. It 
is one. of the reliable and abundant timber trees of northeastern 
United States. Large amounts go t,o market from the lake states.
JACK PINE
The presence of jack pine in considerable amount in the 
state’s industries is due to the scarcity and high price of better 
pines. Jack pine has recently appeared under its own name 
iji. lumber reports. It was formerly regarded as an inferior
14
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species. The trees are usually small. When logs of fair size 
can he had, the lumber is satisfactory for many purposes. In 
states where it is abundant, notably in the lake states, it is 
frequently sawed for bed slats. More than 2,000,000 feet a 
year are made into boxes in Iowa. The price is low.
COTTONWOOD
A  considerable but unknown quantity of planted timber is 
included in the nearly 4,000,000 feet of cottonwood used an­
nually in the state by the manufacturers of wood commodities. 
A good deal was planted by the early settlers, and this is now 
coming int,o market, together with the timber that grew nat­
urally. Most of it is bought by makers of boxes and crates. 
The high average price indicates that the wood is of good 
quality.
SUGAR MAPLE
Probably three or four species of maple are included in 
table I under the name sugar maple,- but most of the wood is 
the sugar or hard maple and is shipped from the lake states. 
Three-fourths of a million feet of state-grown wood was bought 
by Iowa manufacturers. This consisted largely of silver maple 
(Acer saccharinum) and black maple (Acer nigrum) both of 
which have their natural range in the state. More than half 
of all the maple reported was consumed by vehicle manufac­
turers. A  large amount of maple flooring, not made in the 
state but used in it, is not included in the figures of table I.
HICKORY
Several species of hickory are included in the figures given, 
but it is difficult t,o say wha(t species predominate; Probably 
all the commercial hickories of the United States enter Iowa 
in small amounts. These include bitternut hickory (Hicoria 
minima), shagbark hickory (Hicoria ovata), shellbark hickory 
(Hicoria laciniosa), mockernut hickory ('Hicoria alba), and 
pignut hickory (Hicoria glabra) . Hickory is the toughest of 
the woods in general use and is also very strong. For ax and 
slender hammer handles it has no superior, nor is it surpassed 
as aj material for buggy and carriage poles and shafts and for 
light spokes. Iowa supplied only 16,000 feet of the more than 
three and a half million feet reported, though several species 
of hickory grow in the sfate. The largest use of the wood in 
Iowa is for vehicles.
BASSWOOD
Basswood grows in considerable amounts in Iowa. Two hun­
dred and sixty-five thousand feet of that, reported was cut in
15
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the^  state, while nearly 3,000,000 feet came from without, most 
of it, from lake states.
CHESTNUT
Chestnut does not grow naturally in this state. The wood 
comes from the east, most of it from Pennsylvania and West 
Virginia. Nearly 2,750,000 feet are used yearly, and all of 
it goes into a, single industry, the manufacture of coffins and 
caskets.
YELLOW POPLAR
The range of yellow poplar approaches no nearer the state 
than southeastern Missouri. It commands a high price in Iowai, 
as elsewhere, because it is an excellent wood for many purposes 
and is in much demand. The principal supply now comes from 
the Appalachian region, notably West Virginia, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee. Pour American woods command a higher price in 
Iowa. These are hickory, osage orange, black walnut and north­
ern white cedar.
TUPELO
The wood of tupelo somewhat resembles yellow poplar, but 
¿s inferior to it in most respects, as indicated by the price paid 
for the t,wo woods in Iowa. Tupelo is sometimes called bay 
poplar. It is a southern swamp tree, and a, close associate of 
the cypress. Its northern limit is in southern Missouri.
REDWOOD
California produces all the redwood on the market except 
a little from southern Oregon. It is high priced when it reaches 
the Mississippi Valley, but it is of such excellent quality that 
it is rapidly winning its way far from home in spite of cost. 
Its name is due to the wood’s red color, which is not, permanent 
but may be partly washed out with water. It fades when long 
exposed to weather. The trees, attain very large size, some o f 
them reaching a height exceeding 200 feet, and a diameter above 
fifteen. The species is closely related to the famous “ big trees”  
of California.
SUGAR PINE
Sugar pine is another California tree, and it. is the largest 
pine of the United States. The wood resembles whit,e pine, 
and for some purposes takes its place. Large quantities of it 
are shipped east of the Rocky Mountains where its chief com­
petitor is white pine from the lake states. The name is due
16
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V iew  o f one of the sm all • saw m ills along- the M ississippi river en­
gaged  in saw in g  native tim ber. Property o f P eter P au l Adam s, T u r­
key river, C layton county, Iow a.
to a sugary substance which exudes from the wood if a living 
tree is bruised.
LOBLOLLY PINE
It is likely that the half million feet listed in table I as lob­
lolly pine falls much short of the real amount,. Many users 
have no means of distinguishing loblolly lumber from short' 
leaf, and it is reasonably certain that some of the 20,000,000 
feet in table I listed as shortleaf pine was loblolly. 4 Lumber 
from the two species isi often similar in appearance, and be­
sides comes from the same regions in the south and is used for 
similar purposes. Both belong to the group of yellow pines 
which constitute the south’s principal lumber output.
WESTERN RED CEDAR
Washington and Oregon furnish the western red cedar which 
reaches the Mississippi Yalley market. It is t,he great western 
shingle cedar, and that product is its specialty, but it enters 
the market also as lumber. The tree attains large size and 
has the reputation of being one of the most enduring woods in 
the world when exposed to weather.
TAMARACK
There are two species o f tamarack of commercial importance 
in this country, one in the northeast, the other in the northwest. 
The latter is usually called larch. The range of tamarack ex-
17
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tends,, from Newfoundland to Minnesota and southward into 
Illinois. The lake states furnish the tamarack lumber which 
finds its way into Iowa.
BUTTERNUT
Butternut is generally regarded as a minor species. The 
wood is of excellent quality, but, it is not plentiful. The tree’s 
nuts are of commercial value and in recent years there has been 
a disposition to spare the tree for the sake of the nuts. The 
butternut lumber which reaches Iowa manufacturers is cut, 
in the state and Wisconsin. The wood is sometimes substituted 
for black walnut which it resembles, except that it, is of lighter 
color.
BALM OP GILEAD
Balm of Gilead belongs in the cottonwood group with aspen 
and the poplars. It is a northern species with its southern 
limit in the middle west near the northern boundary of Iowa.
NORTHERN WHITE CEDAR
The southern range of northern white cedar barely reaches 
Iowa. None of the wood used in the state was homegrown. It 
is a tree which thrives in swamps and sometimes on steep 
banks and it averages small in size. The lumber has a narrow 
range of uses, but for a few purposes it is highly esteemed. None 
surpasses it for siding for small boats. It is very light and 
is quite tough.
SYCAMORE
. More than half of the sycamore reported by manufacturers 
in the state was home-grown. The tree prefers the banks of 
rivers where its roots can penetrate to abundance of water ; but 
it will grow on uplands. Sycamore often grows on muddy 
shores where the seeds have been carried by streams.
MAHOGANY
More than 72,000 feet, of mahogany a year is used by Iowa 
woodworkers and next to Circassian walnut it is the most costly 
wood reported. Commercial mahogany comes from tropical 
America or from Africa!. African mahogany is not the true 
species, but those who use it consider it, the equal of the gen­
uine mahogany of Mexico and Central America. Mahogany 
keeps close to the same price in this country. The best grades 
have sold tolerably near the same figure for a hundred and 
fifty years.
18
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HACKBERRY
Hackberry does not fill a large place in the country’s lumber 
business, yet some of it is cut over a wide area. Commercially 
useful timber grows from Canada! to Florida, but usually the 
trees are widely dispersed. Of the 70,000. feet of hackberry 
reported in Iowa,; 45,000 feet grew in the state.
WESTERN WHITE PINE:
Idaho and western Montana supply the western white pine 
that finds aj market eastward. The wood is quite similar to 
eastern white pine, and is suitable for most of the purposes 
for which the eastern pine is used. It is not the speciesi which 
produces the white pine lumber of Wisconsin and Minnesota.
RED CEDAR
Fed cedar is found in most regions east of the Focky Moun­
tains. It grows in Iowa, but all the red cedar reported by 
manufacturers! was brought, in from other states. Considerable 
quantities of the wood were cut in Iowa many years ago. Cedar 
river is said "to have received its name from the forests ot 
cedar on its banks.
WESTERN LARCH
Western larch is closely related to the tamarack of the east,
A  section of Taber Lumber Co.’s yard at Keokuk. Showing 
burner and piles of lum ber seasoning. M ississippi river m  the b ack - 
groSnd. SpePcies saw ed are w hite and red pine. Lee county. Iow a.
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TABLE I.— SUMMARY OF KINDS OF WOOD USED IN IOWA
Common Name Botanical Name
Quantity Used 
Annually
Av. cost Total cost 
per M. f.o.b.
Grown in 
Iowa
Grown out 
of Iowa
White pine........................... .Pinus strobus .....................
Ft. b. m. Per ct. 
74.2fU.888 28 28
feet
$28.63
29.05
factory
$2,125,083
587,715
Feet b. m. Feet b. m. 
74,254,888 
20,228,869Shortleaf pine.................... .Pinus echinata .................. 20,228,869 7.70
White ash.............. ............ .Fraxinus ■americana........... 19,827,442 7.55 28.09 556,919 61,250 19,766,192
Longleaf pine..................... .Pinus palustris................... 19,720,700 7,51 28.04 552,905 19,720,700
Cypress ............................... .Taxodium distichum ........ 16,961,472 6.46 31.50 534,292 16,961,472
Douglas fir ......................... .Pseudotsuga taxifolia........ 15,873,300 6.04 33.58 532,989 15,873,300
Norway pine....................... . Pinus resinosa ................... 12,643,175
10,861,350
4.81 24 31 307,295
508,910
12,643,175
9,453,360White oak ......................... .Quercus a lba ....................... 4.14 46.86 1,407,990
Red Oak ............................. .Quercus rubra .................... 8,546,600 3.25 45.98 393,008 950,000 7,596,600
Western yellow pine........ .Pinus ponderosa................ 7,384,000 2.81 42.10 310,854 7,384,000
Red spruce.................. .. .Picea rubens ....................... 6,520,300
4,845,690
2.48
1.85
31.71
23.70
206,773
114,865
6,520,300
4,845,690R ed,gum ............................. .Liquidambar styraciflua..
White elm ........................ . Ulmus americana.............. 4,792,527 1.83 27.67 132,630 323,295 4,469,232
Yellow and sweet birch. . Betula lutea & betula lenta. 4,498,800 1.71 30.47 137,074 50,000 4,448,800
Hemlock ............................. . Tsuga canadensis............... 4.327.000
4.250.000 
3,985,122
1.65
1.62
1.52
23.13
18.59
24.13
100,084
79,000
96,151
4.327.000
4.250.000 
1,563,724
Jack pine ........................... .Pinus divaricata.................
Cottonwood ....................... .Populus deltoides................. 2,421,398
Sugar maple ..................... .Acer saccharum ................ 3,949,000 1.50 33.96 134,118 749,500 3,199,500Hickory ............................. . Hicoria species.................... 3,624,500 1.38 53.01 192,133 16,000 3,608,500
Basswood ........................... . Tilia americana ................. 3,237,040 1.23 26.88 87,023 265,000 2,972,040
Chestnut ............................. . Castanea dentata ............... 2,736,000 1.04 21.93 59,984 2,736,000
Yellow poplar................... . Liriodendron tulipifera .. 2,688,400 1.02 52.57 141,327 2,688,400
Tupelo ................................. .Nyssa aquatica................... 1,819,632 .69 17.68 32,162 1,819,632
Redwood ............................. . Sequoia sem pervirens . . . . 1,750,200 .67 42.20 73,866 1,750,200
Sugar pine ......................... .Pi/nus la m b ertia n a .......... 1,019,500 .39 45.06 45,936 1,019,500
■
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Loblolly pine ..................
Western red cedar -----
Tamarack .........................
Butternut . ....................
Balm of Gilead............
. .  Pinus taeda .........................
. .  Thuja plicata.......................
. .Larix laricina.......................
. . .  Juglans ciñera....................
. . .  Populus balsamifera . . . . .
Northern white cedar..
Sycamore ........ ..
Mahogany .......... ............
Hackberry . . . . . . . . . . .
Western white pine . . .
. . .  Thuja occidentalis . . ........
. . .  Platanus occidentalis........
. . .  Swietenia mahagoni ........
. . .  Celtis occidentalis .............
. . .  Pinus montícola . . . . . . . . .
Red cedar........ ..............
Western larch ........ ..
Spanish cedar..............
Black w illow .......... , . . .
Black cherry .................
. . .  Juniperus virginiana . . . .
...Larix occidentalis ............
. . .  Gedrela odorata..................
. . .  Salix nigra ...........................
_ „. Prunus serótina .................
A sp en ........ ........... ..
Osage orange.......... ......
Black walnut .................
Circassian walnut . . . .
...Populus tremuloides ........
. . .  Toxylon pomiferum . . . . . .
. . .Juglans nigra .....................
. . .  Juglans regia.. . . . . . . . . . .
Totals............................... ...........
♦Less than 1-100 of 1 per cent.
530,100 .20 27.45 14,552
500,000 .19 20.00 10,000
354,300 :i3 24.98 8,850
123,200 .05 35.02 4,315
86,000 .03 17.22 1,481
85,000 .03 70.00 5,950
78,000 .03 16.03 1,250
72,400 .03 155.55 11,262
70,000 .03 15.36 1,075
70,000 .03 39.29 2,750
69,500 .03 32.20 2,238
48,000 .02 29.00 1,392
40,250 .02 120.00 4,830
40,000 .02 14.00 560
28,000 .01 44.96 1,259
25,000 .01 15.24 381
15,000 * 125.00 1,875
11,500 * 70.70 813
5,0Q0 * 300.00 1,500
2,596,757 100.00 $30.92 $8,119,429
30,000
40,000
'45,ÓÓÓ
10,000
2,000
580,100
500,000
354,300
93,200
86,000
85.000
38.000 
72,400
25.000
70.000
69,500
48.000 
40,250
30.000
28.000
25.000
15.000 
9,500 
5,000
6,371,433 256,225,324
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both shed their leaves in winter, though they are needleleaf 
softwoods. Idaho and Montana meet Iowa’s demand for larch. 
SPANISH CEDAR
Most of the Spanish cedar that is used in this country is 
brought from Cuba and other islands of the West Indies. Prac­
tically the whole amount is used by makers of cigar boxes.
BLACK WILLOW
Boxmakers used all the willow reported by Iowa manufac­
turers. Ten thousand of the 40,000 feet grew in the state. 
Black willow is the common large willow of the United States, 
.ft 6w other species attain sawlog size. The black willow, in some 
cases, though rarely, reaches a trunk diameter of 6 or 7 feet,, 
but much that is cut does not exceed 2 feet diameter. It pre­
fers wet lands.
BLACK CHERRY
Black cherry grows in Iowa, but none was reported from 
there, as shown in table I. The best, of this wood is cut in 
1 ennsylvania and West Virginia. Lumbermen generally call 
it wild cherry.
ASPEN
The aspen’s range extends from the Artie circle to Missouri, 
and through the northern region from the Atlantic to thé 
Pacific. It, is a poor timber tree, but the wood is put to minor 
uses. The trunks are small, and the average life of an aspen 
tree probably does not much exceed the life of a man. It is 
one of the shortest-lived of the forest trees.
OSAGE ORANGE
Osage orangers sometimes called Bois d ’ Arc or bodark. Its 
natural range lies in Texas and Oklahoma, but it, has been ex­
tensively planted' for hedges and some of the planted trees 
m western states are large enough for use as vehicle wood, and 
particularly for fence posts. All of that reported in Iowa was 
manufactured int,o felloes for wagons.
BLACK WALNUT
Iowa once had fine black walnut timber. Thirty or forty 
yeans ago when walnut furniture was fashionable, the walnut 
was cut and sent out of the state. Not much remains. Of the 
11,500 feet reported in the state, 2,000 feet were home-grown.
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
Circassian walnut is the highest priced of all the woods listed 
by Iowa manufacturers, and it is transported the longest dis­
tance. It grows in the region surrounding the Caspian sea.
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SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, AND GENERAL MILLWORK
Sash, doors, blinds, and general millwork constitute the larg­
est wood-using industry in the state. The general millwork 
includes interior finish for houses, such as stair railing and 
steps, chair boards, wash boards, balusters, certain kindsi of 
molding, and the dressed and specially prepared lumber used 
by carpenters for inside work. The trade in Iowa is chiefly 
local, that is, the product of a certain mill or group of mills 
is not shipped far, but supplies the demand near at hand. It 
could not well be otherwise in a state situated as Iowa is, for 
the people import most of the rough lumber at rather high cost, 
and after manufacturing it into finished products, they can 
not ship long distances and sell in successful competition with 
factories which have cheap material near by and do not need 
to ship the finished .product any farther.
White pine leads in amount of material used. It comes 
down the Mississippi river in rafts from Minnesota, or comes 
in by rail by short hauls from that state or from Wisconsin. 
In most, manufacturing regions, outside the white pine’s range, 
it is usually one of the costliest woods reported, but it is com­
paratively cheap in Iowa, considering that good grades aré 
demanded for sash, doors, and blinds.. Fourteen woods listed 
in table II are more expensive than white pine. It is fortunate 
for Iowa that it is situated near the largest, remaining virgin 
forest of white pine, for this excellent wood can be bought 
there at, moderate price, and the factories in Iowa profit by it.
Shortleaf pine and also loblolly are much used for doors 
and finish. They are considerably cheaper than white pine 
although they must be hauled a longer distance to bring them 
from the forest to the factory. The western yellow pine, com­
monly sold in the Mississippi Yalley under the name of Cal­
ifornia white pine, must stand a freight charge on a haul of 
two thousand miles before it can compete in the Iowa factories 
with other pines. The high place it holds is shown by the use 
of over 7 million feet of it in this industry.
Douglas fir that comes from Oregon and Washington fills 
a place worthy of note in this industry. More than 2 million 
feet are used yearly, nearly half as much as longleaf pine which 
is bought at the factory about $5 a thousand cheaper. More 
than a million feet of sugar pine is listed, at $11 a thousand 
more than Douglas fir. It comes wholly from California. The 
same state sent more than a quarter of a million feet of red­
wood, much of which was made into door panels.
Five and a half million feet of spruce constitute an im­
portant item. Information was not supplied to show whence 
it all came, but some came from the west, the Sitka spruce, some
23
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from the east, the red spruce, and not improbably some of it 
was the white and the black spruces from the north. No matter 
what region produces the spruce, and little matter what the 
species, it is a, light, white, soft wood and is excellent for doors.
Cypress from the south stands fourth in quantity in table II. 
It isi a well-tried, dependable wood which is holding its own in 
the sash and door industry against the invasion of far western 
species.
Twelve hardwoods contribute to the industry. Red oak leads 
with nearly 4 million feet, and white oak follows with more 
than 2% million. Both red and white oak are expensive. A 
little of each was home grown. The total amount o f  Iowa wood 
appearing in this industry was only 311,000 feet, and except
1,000 feet of black walnut, it was all white and red oak.
An unusual wood is listed, hickory at a price of $70 a thou­
sand for 15,000 feet. The manufacturers who reported it did 
not explain in what way it was used; but it is seldom that.hick­
ory has a place in a door or sash factory. It is suitable for 
dowels to be used in door making, but generally a cheaper 
wood is employed.
Mahogany was the costliest wood in the industry and red 
gum the cheapest.
TABLE II.— SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, ETC.
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Beet b. m. Per cent
cost per 
1,000 ft.
f.o .b .
factory
Iowa
Feet b. m.
of Iowa 
Feet b. m.
White pine ____________ 20,118,150 20.21 $37.39 $752,212 20,118,150
Shortleaf pine _____ 11,477,275 16.67 30.50 349,028 11,477,275
Western yellow pine___ 7,838,000 10.66 42.12 309,064 7,338,000
G'vpress ........................... 6,626,500
5,498,300
9.62 36.62 '  242,639 
172,313
6,626,500
5,498,300Red spruce_____ _ ____ 7.98 31.34
Longleaf pine ___ _____ 4,728,400 6.87 29.24 138,259 4,728,400
Red oak ______  _____ 3,978,100 5.78 52.14 207,419 291,500 3,686,600
White oak _____________ 2,636,100 3.83 59.85 157,762 18,500 2,617i, 600
Douglas f i r ___  ___ 2,083,100 3.02 34.16 71,149 2,083,100
Yellow bireh ___________ 1,315,400 1.91 39.44 51,881 1,315,400
Sugar pine ____________ 1,010,500 1.48 45.06 45i936 1,019,500
Red gum ______________ 724,000 1.05 - 20.79 15,054 724,000
Yellow poplar________ _ 661,500 .96 51.87 34,309 661,500
•Redwood _______________ 285,200 .41 46.07 13,138 285,200
Basswood _____________ 126,300 .18 31.24 3,946 126.300
Norway pine ___________ 93,175 .14 30.00 2,795 93,175
Loblolly pine ___ ____ 65,000 .09 ' /30.77 2,000 65,000
Sugar maple ___________ . 46,000 .07 . 52,83 2,430 46,000
Hickory ________________ 15,000 .02 70.00 1,050
1,736
151.000
10.000Mahogany _____________ 10,000 .01 173.60
Sycamore ______________ 8,000 .01 50.00 200 8,000
Black walnut __________ 5,500 .01 102,36 563 1,000 4,500
Tamarack _____________ 3,000 * 20.00 87 3,000
Black cherry ___________ 2,000 * 42.00 84 2,000
Red cedar ______________ 300 * 66.67 20 300
f  Totals----------------- 68,863,800 100.00 $37.39 $2,575,074 311,000 68,552,800
*Less than 1-100 of 1 per cent.
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PLANING MILL PRODUCTS
In this industry asi in the preceding, white pine leads all 
others in quantity. It exceeds the combined amounts of the 
other seventeen woods appearing in table III which gives sta­
tistics of this industry. Ten of the eighteen species in the 
table exceed white pine in price. Planing mill products* are 
understood in this report to include flooring, ceiling, and sid­
ing. Mills which make these are usually operated in connection 
with sawmills. Sometimes both are under one roof. But the 
sawmill and the planing mill do not necessarily belong together. 
The planing mill which makes flooring, ceiling, and siding may 
buy its lumber in the open market. .
Norway pine stands second in amount, at $3 a thousand less 
than white pine. It comes from the same region, the lake states.
Jack pine makes a good showing in this industry with 2 mil­
lion. It is generally regarded as an inferior wood, more be­
cause of its small size than on account of poor quality. It 
costsi 50 cents a thousand more than Norway pine, and only 
$2.50 less than longleaf pine.
Two woods are present from the Pacific coast, redwood and 
western yellow pine, but not in large amounts.
Ten softwoods, amounting to 56 million feet, and eight hard­
woods which totaled a little more than half a million made 
up the table. It may be observed that not a, foot of the wood 
grew in Iowa,.
TABLE III— PLANING MILL PRODUCTS
Quantity used annually Average 
• cost per
Kinds of wood Feetb. m. . Percent 1,000ft.
White pine-------
Norway pine________
Shortleaf pine ____ -
Hemlock ___________
Jack pin e__ _________
Longleaf p in e----------
White oak _____ .____
Red gum ___________
Red oak 1__—-______
Yellow poplar ——
Yellow birch _____ —
Cypyess___ —— —
Red spruce — —
White elm ___________
Sugar maple ____
Western yellow pine.
Redwood ___________
Butternut ___Hk------
38,012,000 66.83 $30.00
10,000,000 17.58 27.00
2,700,000 4.75 29.80
2,020,000 3.55 30.00
2,000,000 3.51 27.50
1,452,000 2.55 30.04
145,250 .26 68.22
132,800 .23 24.32
109,500 .19 56.06
76,000 .13 56.01
75,750 .13 40.16
32,200 .06 31.55
32,000 .06 30.00
25,000 .04 25.00
22,000 .04 50.00
21,000 .04 40.00
20,000 .04 40.00
3,200 .01 35.94
56,879,000 100.00 $29.60
Total cost Grown in Grown out 
f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa 
factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m.
$1,140,360  — 38,012,030
270,000   — 10,000,000
80,453    ,2,700,000
60,600 — —  2,020,000
55,000     2,000,000
43,630 — — 1,452,300
9,920  - 145,250
3,230  —_ 132,800
7,445    109,500
4,257'    76,000
3,042    75,750
1,016   32,200
960 ———  32,000
625 —_____  25,000
1,1 00  — —  22,000
840  —— 21,000
800 ;__ ____  20,000
115   3,200
Totals. $1,683,393 56,879,000
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TABLE IV.— BOXES AND CRATES 
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of . Wood
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Beet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Peetb. m. Peet b. m.
White pine ‘ _______ & .. .  13,792,738 44.04 $12.23 $168,623 13,792,733Cottonwood___  _ „  2,450,800 7.83 18.11 44,376 1,304.000 1,146,800Norway pine ________-  2,250,000 7.18 10.67 24,000 2,250,000Jack pine ____________ 2, 250,000 7.18 10.67 . 24,000 2,250,000Tupelo ________________..  1,727,132 5.51 16.16 27,907 1,727i 132
Cypress —---------------- .-  1,457,772 4.65 18.36 26,664 1,457,772
Basswood_____________-  1,282,740 4.10 16.12 20,673 25i,000 1,257,740Shortleaf pine _ _ _ .-  1,244,094 3.97 14.90 18,530 1,244,094
Yellow birch — .-  1,130,000 3.61 13.43 15,177 50,000 1,080,000Hemlock — _________ -  1,055,000 3.37 13.22 13,950 1,055,000
Red g u m ___  ________ 1 1,020,000 3.29 16.12 16,584 1,029,000White-elm _ _ - 815.000 2.60 13.88 11,310 227,000
Sugar maple_______  _ 168,000 .54 14.98 2,516 98,000 70,000Yellow poplar -________ 164,000 .53 19.24 3,173 164|90OWhite o a k _______ 90,000 .29 15.78 1,420 25,000 65^ 000
Red o a k __________ _ 82,000 .26 15,17 1,234 42,000 40,000Sycamore 70,000 .22 15.00 li,050 40,000 '30,000Hackberry______ :_____ 70,000 .22 15.36 1,075 45,000 25,000Balm of Gilead __ 65,000 .21 16.32 1,061 65^000White a s h ___  ___ __ 45,000 .14 16.22 730 22,000 23’, 000
Black willow_______  _ 40,000 .13 14.00 560 10,000 30,000Aspen _ ______________ 25,000 .08 15.24 381 25,000
Longleaf pine____ __ 15,000 .05 14.00 210 15'000Tamarack_____________ 1,300 * 10.00 13 L30.0
Totals—_______. 31,320,476 100.00 $13.58 $425,226 1,8881,000 29,432,476
*Less than 1-100 per cent.
BOXES AXD ORATES
As in the two preceding industry tables, white pine leads in 
the amount of wood used, falling only a little short of half of 
the whole quantity reported by box makers in the state. The 
price is surprisingly low for this wood, $12.23 per thousand. 
It was low grade lumber, such as box makers generally demand. 
The proximity of Iowa manufacturers to the large white pine 
mills of Minnesota, as well as some in Wisconsin and Iowa, pro­
vides a market for much cheap box lumber. Only three of the 
twenty-two species which supply the box makers of the state 
with raw material, were cheaper than white pine. These were 
jack pine, t,upelo, and tamarack. The highest priced wood in 
the industry was yellow poplar, the cheapest tamarack.
The state supplied more than half of the cottonwood used 
by the box makers, and nearly half of the elm, most of the 
red oak, and a portion of several others.
It is probable that a considerable part of the crating used in 
the state is not listed in table IY. Only that is included which 
is made-in box factories, and it is well known that a large amount 
of crating is used which does not come from such factories. 
Shippers buy the material and make their own crates. There
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General v iew  of m ill b e lon g in g to J. W\ C allow ay, sh ow in g the size  
o f ' t he  b uild ing used, logs, etc. T his m ill cuts alm ost entirely  dim en­
sion stuff for custom  w ork. D es M oines county, Iow a.
is no way of determining how much this would add to the total 
of table IV, but the percentage would be rather large.
The character of boxes manufactured varies greatly. Almost 
every class of articles shipped in boxes demands a special size. 
Cigar and tobacco boxes are not included in this industry, but 
are separately reported.
TANKS AND SILOS
The business of making tanks and silos is important in Iowa. 
Silos are used in storing green forage plants for cattle and 
other stock, and the tanks are for various purposes, but the 
largest, number are for farm use. Many are connected with 
windmills which pump water. One of the requisites of wood 
employed in this industry is that it should be longlasting. The 
damp condition of silos and tanks induces decay, and a, wood 
which is susceptible of attack would be of little value. Douglas 
fir leads all the others, and longleaf pine follows. Cypress 
and redwood come next. Nearly a million feet is redwood. More 
than half of all the lumber employed in this industry is shipped 
from the Pacific coast. A  little white oak was home grown 
and not a foot of any other kind was supplied by the forests of 
the state. The highest in price is redwood, the cheapest tama­
rack. Less than one-tenth of one per cent of the whole amount 
is hardwood which consists of white ash and white oak.
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TABLE V — TANKS AND' SILOS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Feet h. m. Per cent
cost per 
1,000 ft.
f .o .b .
factory
Iowa
Feetb. m.
of Iowa 
Feet b. m.
Douglas fir _________ — 11,360,000 47.67 $34.89 $396,313 11,360,000
Longleafpine ________ —  9,025,000 37.87 26.27 237,125 9,025,000
Cypress ______________ 1,398,000 5.87 36.42
43.13
50,910
40,975
1,398,000
950,000Redwood__________ __ '950'000 3.99
Shortleaf pine_______ 600,000 2.52 27.50 16,500 600,000
Tamarack ___________ 350,000 1.46 25.00 8,750 350,000
White-pine___________ 130,000 .54 27.54 3,580 130,000
White oak . — ______ 18,000 .07 30.00 540 ft, 000 12,000
White ash ___________ 2,000 .01 30.00 60 2,000
Totals________ . . .  23,833,000 100.00 $31.25 $754,753 6,000 23,827,000
VEHICLE AND VEHICLE PARTS
Seventeen million feet of wood go annually into vehicles 
in Iowa, and the average cost is high. The osage orange from 
Texas and Oklahoma was bought at $125 a thousand, while lob­
lolly pine cost $22, and was the cheapest of the sixteen woods. 
Hickory exceeded any other in amount, and was employed in 
the manufacture of light vehicles. It is used chiefly as poles, 
shafts, and spokes. Most of the vehicles are business wagons, 
such as milkmen, bakers,, and butchers use. The yellow pop­
lar, cypress, cottonwood, and basswood in the industry were 
used in bodies for business wagons. The elm was made into 
hubs. The longleaf pine, red gum, and some of the cotton­
wood were employed for farm wagon beds. The oak went 
into wheels and running gear of heavy wagons. The osage 
orange was employed as felloes for farm wagons. It® is a su­
perior material for that purpose, because after it becomes sea­
soned, it shrinks and swells very little, and tires on osage orange 
felloes seldom become loose. The wood is exceedingly hard and 
strong; but it is so unyielding that it is apt to crumble and 
splinter i f  used for wheels that, travel rocky roads. Most of 
the Iowa highways are free from rocks and the wheels give 
long service.
Sleighs, cutters, and sleds are included in the vehicle sta­
tistics in this report. The manufacture of cutters accounts 
for the most of the sugar maple listed in table VI. Some of 
the ash and birch are used in the same way.
An unknown but certainly considerable amount of vehicle 
making is not included in the statistics. Country and village 
blacksmith shops make and repair wagons, but no report is 
made of the work. Such shops are small, and separately they 
are unimportant, but, in the aggregate they turn out a large 
amount of work.
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'TABLE V I—VEHICLES AND VEHICLE PARTS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in 
cost-per f.o .b . Iowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m.
Hickory _____ __ ___ - __ 3,366,000
M a p le__ _________— —  2,091,000
White e lm ___ _— '--------  2,020,000
White oak _____-------------  1,791,000
Red gum _____--------  _ 1,745,000
Longleaf pine _________  1,651,000
Yellow poplar _____------- 794,000
Cypress _:________ —------- 708,000
Short-leaf p in e--------------- 670,000
Cottonwood i_---------- —  644,000
Basswood ------   500,000
White a s h _________   ■— 386,500
Red o a k _____ !------->------- 371,000
Yellow birch _______c-----  130,000
Loblolly pine ------------  125,000
Osage orange --------------  15,000
Totals— — _i_- 17,010,500
Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feetb. m.
19.79 $24.94 $183,960 5,000
12.29 36.39 76,095 650,000
11.88 36.46 73,640 ________________
10.54 47.92 85,963 883,500
10.26 30.04 52,415
9.71 27.48 45,370
4.67 67.85 53.874
4.16 40.23 ' 28,480 _________  -
3.94 28.19 18,884
3.79 51.21 32,980 524,000
2.94 50.00 25,000 125,000
2.27 48.95 18,918 14,250
2.18 48.66 18,054 184,500
.76 62.51 8,126
.73 22.00 2i,750 ----------- . . .
.09 125.00 1,875
100.00 $12.70 $726,384 2,386,250
Grown out 
of Iowa 
Feet b. m.
3,361',000
1.441.000
2 .020.000
910.500
1.745.000
1.651.000
794.000
708.000
670.000
120.000
375.000 
372,250
186.500
130.000
125.000
15.,000
14,624,250
WOODENWARE AND NOVELTIES
The separating line between woodenware and novelties is not 
always clear, and the two are treated as one in this report. White 
asih constitutes 93 per cent of all the material used, and the prin­
cipal part of the ash goes to the factories of butter tub makers. 
Norway pine, spruce, and hickory are important as ladder woods, 
the hickory appearing in the rungs. The birch was all used for 
one purpose, as far as the reports show— rims for butter tub 
covers. The remarkably low price of the 30,000 feet of cypress 
reported was not explained, nor was the wood’s particular use 
shown. The most probable explanation is that it was a lot of 
low grade lumber wanted for some special job. The exceptionally 
high cost of the spruce is noted. Clear stock is required for the 
sides of ladders. None of the lumber employed in this industry 
grew in the state.
TABLE VII.—WOODENWARE AND NOVELTIES
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feetb. m. Feetb. m.
White ash __ __ . 15,800,000 93.19 $26.45 $417,975 15,800,000
White elm __ _______ 300,000 1.77 25.00 7,500 300,000
Norway pine __ ___ 300,000 1.77 35.00 10,500 300,000
Yellow birch _________ 225,000 1.33 32.00 7,200 . 225,000
Hickory __________  . 110,000 .65 30.00 3,300 110.000
Shortleaf pine _ ■__ 90,000 .53 23.89 2,150 _ ____  90.000
Longleaf p in e_____ 50,000 .29 27.00 1,350 __ _ 50.000
Red spruce________ 50,000 .29 45.00 2,250 _____ 50,000
Cypress___ _________ 30,000 .18 15.00 450 30,000
Totals.. — 16,955,000 100.00 $26.70 $452,675 _______  16,955,000
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
The Jowa farmers buy large quantities of agricultural imple­
ments for use on the prairies, but it is evident that the imple­
ments are not all manufactured in the state. However, nearly 
7 million feet of wood goes into this product, annually, and fif­
teen woods are employed, five of which are partly supplied 
by forests in the state. The two southern pines, shortleaf and 
longleaf, are the largest contributors, and supply 57 per cent, 
of all. The principal implements included in this industry 
are manure spreaders, hay tools and machinery, grain shred­
ders, grain graders, harrows, feed grinders, hay presses, thresh­
ers, plows, and rakes. White oak was the highest in price, cot­
tonwood the cheapest. Portions of both woods came from forests 
of the state. The price of the Douglas fir listed in this industry 
is very low, considering that the lumber was hauled two thou­
sand miles. It is $7 cheaper than longleaf pine. In most of 
the wood using industries of Iowa, Douglas fir costs more than 
longleaf pine.
TABLE VIII.— AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Beet b. m. Per cent
cost per 
1,000 ft.
f.o .b .
factory
Iowa
Peetb. m.
of Iowa 
Feet b. m.
Shortleaf pin e_______ . . .  2,057,000 29.43 $31.21 $64,305 2,057,000
Longleaf p in e_______ 1,963,000 28.08 31.65 62,119 1,963,000
White oak ____ __ . .  1,023,500 14.64 42.67 43,671 116,000 907,500
Red oak __ 731,500 10.47 40.76 29,815 171,000 560,500
Sugar maple _______ : 302,000 4.32 39.72 11,995 302,000
B assw ood___ _______ 225,000 3.22 25.50 5,738 225,000
Loblolly p in e _______ 170,000 2.43 32.35 5,500 170,000
White p in e_____  — 128,000 1.83 39.36 5,088 128,000
Yellow birch !____ 122,000 1.75 33.61 4,100 122,000
110,500 1.58 30.68 3,390 110,500
65,000Douglas f i r __________ 65,000 .93 24.35 1,583
White elm _______ 28,000 .41 21.39 599 17,000 11,000
Cottonwood _______ 25,000 .36 20.00 500 13,000 12,000
Hickory__  ________ 23,500 .34 41.40 973 1,000 22,500
White a s h ___ _______ 15,000 .21 42.00 680 15,000
T o ta ls ............- —  6,989,000 100.00 $34.33 $239,956 318,000 6,671,000
FURNITURE
Eighteen woods are manufactured into furniture in Iowa. 
Twelve of them are hard woods, and make 98 per cent of all. 
Five of them are partly state grown. The average price is 
rather low for furniture woods, but, the small quantity of ma- 
hogany cosit $200 a thousand feet, which is about $50 more than 
most furniture manufacturers pay. Forty per cent of all the 
material is white oak, and elm is second. The former is em­
ployed in high class furniture, the elm in cheap; or it may 
form the hidden parts of high class articles, such as frames 
and partsi of drawers. Birch, red oak, and red gum are out-
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'T aber & Co.’s m ill on the w est bank of the M iss ppi river m  the 
city o f K eok u k . General view  o f m ain m ill and yurds, taken  irom  
bluffs ju st  w est. M ill has been in operation fo r  15 yeiars. A verage  
dfeily cut is 125,000 feet. Lee county, Iow a.
side woods, that is they present a good appearance, and are 
usually found in parts which are visible. Red gum is frequently 
finished in imitation of more expensive material, and few woods 
serve so well as a counterfeit, and so nearly come up to the 
quality of the woodsi they imitate- In some European coun­
tries red gum is called satin wal. at, and if it were a walnut, 
the name would well describe it. It may be finished in sub­
dued tones which are pleasing as those of English or Circassian 
walnut. It servesi also as an imita on of mahogany, cherry, 
and oak.
The small quantity of red cedar was worked into clothes chests. 
That is 8i use to which the wood has been put for three hundred 
years. It is said to have been the first wood of the United States 
to be used by furniture makers. For three centuries it has had 
the reputation of keeping clothes and furs from the attacks of 
moths. The reputation still clings to it.
Next to-mahogany, the most costly woods_ir the furniture in­
dustry in the state are cypress and white pin The cheapest is 
red gum.
The furniture made in Iowa fallsi short of supplying the de­
mands in the state, but the showing is creditable. The state is 
without much timber, yet it manufactures more furniture than 
soipp regions with enormous quantities of raw material.
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TABLE I X —FURNITURE
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Beet b. m. Per cent
cost per 
1,000 ft.
f .o .b .
factory
Iowa
Peet b. m.
of Iowa 
Peet b. m.
White oak _________ 40.23. $40.75 .. $102,738 150,000 2,871,200White e lm _____ 941,300 15.02 22.73 • 21,398 50,300 891,000Yellow birch ________ 719,650 11.48 26.66 19,188 719/650Red o a k _____ _______ 690,000 11.01 37.25 25,700 50,000 640/000Red gum ____________ 621,390 9.91 19.44 12,079 621,390
Sugar m aple_________ 196,500 3.14 23.00 4,520 Iflfi pooCottonwood______ 162,200 2.59 25.73 4,174 50,400 ■ 11L800Basswood ____________ 162,000 2.58 26.15 4,236 50,000 112 rooWhite ash_. _____  . 159,600 2.55 22.34 3,565Yellow poplar.^______ 27,500 .44 41.24 1,134 27,500
Shortleaf p in e ...____ 27,500 .44 33.20 013 27,500Longleaf pine_________ 25,000 .40 32.52 813Mahogany __  ____ 3,000 .05 200.00 600 3,000White pine_________ . 3,000 .05 60.00 180 3,000Cypress___________  .. 2,500 .04 60.00 150 2,500
Red cedar..- --------.------ 2,000 • .03 40.00 80 2,000Black walnut_________ 1 2,000 .03 35.00 70
Douglas fir.____ ______ ,500 .01 46.00 23 /soo
Totals______ ___ 6,266,840 100.00 $32.16 $201,561 350,700 5,916,140
FIXTURES
Fixtures, as the term is here used, partakes of the nature of 
both furniture and interior finish. They are not meant to he 
moved about in a room or from room to room like furniture, nor 
are they fixed so firmly in place that much injury will result, in 
removal, as is the case with finish which is nailed firmly in place. 
Three usual styles of fixtures are manufactured • for banks a,nd 
offices, stores, and saloons. They consist of counters and bars/ 
cabinets, shelving, wall seats, partitions, standing desks and 
tables made to occupy particular spaces and positions, and other 
things which complete the permanent furnishings of a room, but 
are not easily moved away. The cost of fixture lumber is usually 
high. It must be of expensive grades, because good appearance 
is among the objects sought. Many wide, well-made panels are 
worked in with other dimension stuff. The highest priced wood 
reported in the state is listed in this industry (table X ) . It is 
Circassian walnut at $300 a thousand feet. The mahogany cost 
$169.44, which is a little above the average value of mahogany 
in the wood-using industries of the country. Red oak exceeds alt 
other woods in quantity. Twenty-two species are listed, thirteen 
of them hardwoods. Three of them are from the Pacific coast; 
four from the southern states; two from foreign countries, and 
four are produced in part in Iowa. Cottonwood largely exceeds1 
all other home-grown woods in the manufacture of fixtures. Mos; 
of it is made into shelves and drawers. The three southern pines 
are built into frames. The oaks are chiefly employed as outside 
material, and the best of it as veneers.
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TABLE X.—FIXTURES
Quantity used annually
Kinds of Wood Beet b. m. Per cent
Red oak----- ------------------ 880,500 15.70
Sh'ortleaf pine-------------- 513,000 9.15
Basswood --------------------- 510,000 9.10
White oak ------------------- 507,000 9.04
Cypress -------------------— 500,000 8.91
Cottonwood---------- ------- 500,000 8.91
Western red cedar-------- 500,000 8.91
White ash _____________ 315,000 5.62
Yellow birch------------------ 312,000 5.56
Longleaf pine ------------ • 230,000 4.10
Sugar maple ---------------- 183,000 3.26
Red spruce ------------------- 140,000 2.50
White elm :------------------- 125,000 2.23
Butternut _____________ 120,000 2.14
Yellow poplar -------- - 72,500 1.29
Western white pine----- 70,000 1.25
Loblolly pine--------------- 50,000 .89
Mahogany _______ _____ 42,600 .76
White pine ------------------ 15,000 .27
Red gum ------------------ 10,000 .18
Douglas fir —--------------- 8,000 .14
Circassian w alnut----- -- 5,000 .09
Totals____ _____ I 5,608,600 100.00
Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
cost per f.o .b i Iowa of Iowa
1,000 ft. factory Feetb. m. Feet b. m.
$52.91 $ 46,589 2,500 878,000
31.73 16,275 513,000
28.37 14,470 510,000
58.58 29,700 2,500 504,500
33.89 16,943 500,000
20.00 10,000 500,000
20.00 10,000 500,000
49.24 15,510 315,000
41.60 12,980 312,000
31.91 7,220 230,000
31.99 5,855 183,000
30.00 4,200 140,000
34.04 4,255 125,000
35.00 4,200 30,000 90,000
54.90 3,980 . _ 72,500
39.29 2,750 70,000
32.00 1,600 60,000
169.44 7,218 42,600
40.00 600 15,000
24.00 240 10,000
45.00 360 8,000
300.00 1,500 5,000
$38.59 $216,445 535,000 5,073,600
The largest fixtures are made, or at any rate are joined to­
gether, near where they are to he used. They are too bulky t,o 
be shipped far in finished form.
LAUNDRY APPLIANCES
The laundry apliances in Iowa at the present time are of 
greater variety than in the days when the wash tub and the 
wash board were the main articles. These still perform their 
part, but washing machines which; call for less expenditure of 
human energy are common. The woods employed in manufact­
uring washers are cypress, birch, sugar maple, and red gum. 
The absence of beech and ash from the list is remarkable, be­
cause these woods, and particularly beech, are among the best 
to be had when work in water is to be done. Elm is satisfactory 
for that class of work and table X I shows that, 100,000 feet of it
TABLE X I —LAUNDRY APPLIANCES
Quantity used annually Average Total cost 
cost per f .o .b .
Grown in Grown out 
Iowa of Iowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feetb. m. Feetb. m.
4,965,000 89.60 $26.40 $131,060 _______  4,965,000
890,000 7.04 26.62 10,380 _______  390,000
White e lm ______ ____ 100,000 1.80 26.00 2,600 _______  100,000
Sugar maple — _ 64,000 1.16 30.00 1,920 _ ___  64,000
White o a k _____ ;_____ 10,000 :l8 50.00 600 — ____  » ,0 0 0
10,000 .18 50.00 500 10,000
Yellow birch ----------- 2,000 .04 60.00 120 __ , 2,000
Totals______ 5,541,000 100.00 $26.54 $147,080 .............. 5,541,000
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were used in the industry. Eed gum was made into dolly blocks 
for washing machines. The oaks supplied some of the washing 
machine material. Ironing boards) were made of red gum and cy­
press. Yellow birch at $60 a thousand was the costliest, wood, and 
white elm at $26 was the cheapest. Iowa did not supply its man­
ufacturers with one foot of home grown wood for this industry.
GAR CONSTRUCTION
About half a million feet of lumber go into street car con­
struction yearly in Iowa; and nearly three and a half million 
feet are required in the repair of freight cars. Douglas fir 
leads with nearly 42 per cent, of the whole amount, at the low 
price of $24 a thousand. Three woods are cheaper, shortleaf, 
longleaf, and loblolly pines at $20 each. The long hauls and 
the low prices for the Pacific coast and the southern woods in­
dicates that stumpage prices were low or that extremely favorable 
freight rates were obtained. In most cases, the railroads whose 
shops use the woods, do their own hauling, and in some instances 
own their own timber lands and sawmills. That may account 
for the unusually low prices in the reports from which table 
X II was compiled. No one of the listed woods is high in price. 
Cherry whi^h is the most expensive is only $45 ; sugar maple 
is $40 (which is high in comparison with the other woods), and 
yellow poplar is $37.70. The state supplied a small quantity 
each of white and red oak.
TABLE XII— CAR CONSTRUCTION
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
cost per f.o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m.
Douglas f i r __________—  1,731,700 41.76 $24.00 $ 41,561 1,731,700White o a k ___________ . . .  1,053,800 25.41 25.31 26,668 130,000 923',800Red o a k ___  — 783,000 18.88 25.29 19,808 126,000 657,000Yellow poplar_______ 269,000 6.49 37.70 10,140 269,000Sugar m aple_________ 125,000 3.02 40.00
Shortleaf pine 98,000 2.36 20.00 1,960 08,000Longleaf pine________ 41,000 .99 20.00 820 4LOOOBlack cherry________ ¿5,000 .60 45.00 1,125 25"000Loblolly pine _______ 20,100 .49 20.00 ' 402 — r . . — 20,106
Totals_______ ... 4,146,600 100.00 $25.92 $107,484 256,000 3,890,600
CASKETS AND COFFINS
Eleven woods are listed as material for caskets and coffins, 
and chestnut constitutes more than half of it, and it, is cheap­
est. The mahogany is valued at $60 a thousand, which is a price 
so low for this wood that the stock must, have been cut from 
teredo-infested logs. Some casket makers use that grade for 
cheap output. It is occasionally employed for outer boxes;
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Taber & Co.’s saw m ill-on  the bank of the Mississippi river m  Keokuk. 
V iew  across vards east o f the m ill, sh ow in g the m ethod of p ilin g  and  
nearness o f the yard to river. There is very  little  w aste  from  this  
m ill, everyth in g being utilized. Lee county, Iow a,
or it may be used as a core to be covered by veneer of some other 
wood or better grade of mahogany. (^
The use of chestnut by manufacturers in the casket and coffin 
business is very general. It( has come to be fashionable, and there 
is no indication that the custom is about to change. While chest­
nut is a good wood, it is no better than several others which are 
available. The larger quantity of white pine in table X III is ac-
TABLE XIII— CASKETS AND COFFINS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in 
cost per f.o .b . Iowa
Kinds of Wood Teet b. m.
Chestnut ___________ .— 2,736,000
White pin© _______L—  1,107,000
Cypress________ - _______ 473,000
Shortleaf pine_________  250,000
Basswood_________   180,000
Yellow poplar---------------  120,000
Red oa k ___________. ------  81,000
Red cedar ___________ — 17,200
White oak ____________  12,500
Red gum _____________  12,000
Mahogany__ .__________  11,800
Totals.__________  5,000,500
Percent 1,000ft. factory Teeth, m.
54.71 $Ei.92 $ 59,984
22.14 22.97 25,433
9.46 29.70 14,048
5.00 26.00 6,500
3.60 29.23 5.262
2.40 54.33 6,520
1.62 50.73 4,103 500
.34 60.35 1,038
.25 41.20 515 500
.24 29.00 348
.24 60.00 708 . . . ------- -
100.00 $24.89 $124,465 1,000
Grown out 
of Iowa 
Peet b. m.
2.736.000
1.107.000
473.000
250.000
180.000 
120,000
80,500
17,200
12,000
12,000
11,800
4,099,500
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counted for by the preference shown the wood for outer boxes. 
The comparatively low price indicates that the highest grades 
are not used.
The quantity of red cedar is large, if the scarcity of this wood 
and its high cost are considered. It was a favorite wood with 
coffin makers when it was plentiful, and the demand is still 
strong enough to draw a moderate supply, even at $60 a thou­
sand. It is the most expensive wood used in the industry. The 
forests of the state furnished a bare 1 , 0 0 0  feet of the 5  million 
required.
REFRIGERATORS AND KITCHEN CABINETS
' The twenty woods listed in table X IV  include material of quite 
different characters. The price of mahogany in this industry is 
as surprisingly high as it was surprisingly low in the coffin in­
dustry. A  price of $200 a thousand feet is not often paid in this 
country for mahogany, except for small lots of finely figured 
stock. The very low price of the white pine is no less unusual. It 
is scarcely up to the ordinary pine box lumber. White oak at 
$40.62 is the highest in price in the entire industry, except the 
mahogany; and the white pine is $3.59 cheaper than any other. 
Spruce heads the list in quantity, which is not surprising, be­
cause it is a white, clean wood, well suited for the interior parts 
of cabinets. The oaks, which in the aggregate amount to nearly 
a^  million feet, are outside woods, used for show as well as ser­
vice. Balm of Gilead enters the list with 21,000 feet, and ranges 
in cost with hemlock, Douglas fir, and shortleaf pine. The cost 
of Douglas fir is very low. The state contributed only five woods 
with 5,000 feet of ea,ch.
TABLE XIV.— REFRIGERATORS AND KITCHEN CABINETS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out 
. . _  I _  , cost per f .o .b . Iowa ofiowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m
Red spruce __________ 600,000 17.89
Red o a k _____ ______ 535,000 15.95
White oak _______  . 420,000 12.52
Shortleaf pine 252,000 7.51
Douglas fir _________ 5.96
Longleaf pine —  . . . 200,000 5.96
Hemlock _____ - ______ 200,000 5.96
Yellow poplar ______ 183,000 5.45
White elm 129,227 3.85
White ash ___________ 124,342 3.71
Loblolly pine________ 100,000 2.98
Sugar maple _____  _ 100,000 2.98
Cottonwood 77,122 2.30
Cypress______________ 70,000 2.09
Red g u m ............... 69,000 2.06
White pine .... 34,000 1.01
Yellow birch ■________ 25,000 .74
Balm of Gilead______ 21,000 .63
Basswood____________ 10,000 .30
Mahogany 8 !____ :______ 5,000 .15
$30.42 $18,250 600,000
37.73 20,185 5,000 530,000
40.62 17,060 5,000 415,000
20.28 5,110 252,000
20.00 4,000 200,000
21.50 4,300 200,000
20.00 4,000 200,000
28.52 5,220 183,000
22.29 2,880 5,000 124,227
23.79 2,958 ______ 124,342
23.00 2,300 100,000
32.15 3,215 100,000
24.26 1,871 •5,000 72,122
30.00 2,100 70,000
21.70 1,497 69,000
16.41 558 34,000
21.40 535 25,000
20.00 1 420 21,000
26.00 260 5,000 5,000
200.00 1,000 5,000
Totals. 3,354,691 100.00 $29.13 $97,719 25,000 3,329,691
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DAIRYMEN’S\ POULTERERS’ AND APIARISTS’ 
SUPPLIES
Ash leads all other woods listed in the industry m M I  
+wn inWest in price. The other is red cedar. Twenty-hve 
dollars a thousand for the cedar, especially when the quantity 
used was 50,000 feet, was very low. The source o fB H | B |  
i« Tint stated except that it was not Iowa. 1 he most prooaoie 
explanation is6  that the cedar was bought in log form and was 
reduced to desired sizes in the factory. HHi
California redwood, of which nearly half a million feet were 
used is employed as a lining for incubators, while shortleaf pme 
forms the outer walls. Redwood has been gaming over cypress 
¡ ¡ a P M  business of late —  
in Iowa are almost exactly the same. The 
preferred by some because of its color and softness. It is very 
1 M  it is believed that it reduces fire risk when
the incubators are heated by lamps. , . . . .  H fll f or
Cypress is the principal material employed 
manufacturing beehives, and this is an
Iowa In the manufacture of brooders for poulterers tnree 
woods appear in nearly equal amounts, H H H H B  
rod cedar Two hundred thousand feet of Douglas hr are maae 
M  all, nearly 7« ) , 0 0 0  feet —  
appear in this industry and they amount to ®  P“
of all The rollers of cream separators are of redwood, butter 
bo^s and molds are of yellow poplar, and j j M W M i  
butter tubs. The state furnished half of the 60,000 feet ol Dass 
wood reported for the industry, and none other was state grown. 
Yellow poplar was highest in price, at $85, and red cedar a 
white ash cheapest as $25.
TABLE XV.— DAIRYMEN’S, POULTERERS’, AND' APIARISTS’ SUP­
PLIES
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in g | S g j
Kinds of Wood B S B u j  
White ash — — —  1’ l i t ’noo
Redwood ---------    Ist'em
Douglas fir — --------------  200,wo
Shortleaf pine . . -------- - 185,ow
cost per 
Percent 1,000 ft.
White pine —
Basswood-------
Yellow poplar 
Red cedar-----
120,000
60,000
56.000
50.000
46.17
16.15
15.82
6.53
6.04:
3.01
1.06
1.79
1.63
$25.00
38.29
25.93
40.00
80.00
30.00
30.00
85.00
25.00
f .O.b. 
factory 
$35,375 
18,953 
12,575 
8,000 
5,550
3,600
li,80O
4,675
1,100
Totals—— ——  3,065,000 100.00 $29.89 $91,628
Iowa of Iowa 
Feetb. m. Feetb. m.
1,415,600
495.000
”   ^ — 485,000
200.000
;Y ——  185,000
1 2 0 ,0 0 0
30,000 30,000
55,000
" I . I __  50,000
30,000 3,035,0-0
HANDLES
Six hardwoods make up table X V I w h ic h  contains data of the 
handle industry in Iowa. White ash constitutes 75 per cent of
37
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all the wood used. A  portion of the material is state grown, but 
the amount, of such is small. Most of the rest comes from Mis­
souri and Arkansas and isi shipped in the form of squares which 
are further manufactured by passing through lathes. Ash is 
highest in price, basswood cheapest.
Handles of various kinds are produced. The hickory, em­
ployed to the amount of 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  feet,, being very tough and 
resilient, is made into ax and hammer handles. The ash is par­
ticularly suited for handles of farm tools,-such as pitch forks, 
hoes, shovels, rakes, and spades. Maple is the material of which 
dust,er and mop handles are made, and whiskbroom heads are of 
basswood. Small grips or handles, equipped with wire, are made 
of elm and red gum, and are designated as package handles.
TABLE XVI.— HANDLES
Quantity used annually Average Total-cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Feet b . m . Per cent
cost per 
l,00Oft.
f.O.b.
factory
Iowa
Feet b. m.
ofTowa 
Feet b . m.
White ash ___________ . - 1,550,000 75.65 $39.35 $60,988- 25,000 1,525,000Sugar maple ________ 600,000 14.64- 24:03 7,200- 300'; 060Hickory_____  ______ 100,000 4.88 25.00- 2,500 . 10;000 93,000
Bed gum __ . . 90,000 4.39 19.00 1,710 90,000Basswood ____________ 5,000 .24 18.00 90 5,000White elm _________ 4,000 .20 21.00 84 . 4','000'
Totals_______ — 2,049,000 100;00 $35.42 $72,572 44;000 2,O05jOOO
ELEVATORS
This industry includes grain elevators which are constructed^ 
principally of white pine and hemlock; and also passenger and 
freight elevators. Some white oak, and practically all the white 
pine listed in table X V II are employed by builders of freight and 
passenger elevators. Platforms and balances-are of sugar maple, 
which is the highest priced wood in the industry.
TABLE XVII.— ELEVATORS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood
Hemlock . . . . . . _______ __
White pine .
Longleaf pine____ ____
Sugar maple.___ —
Feet b. m. 
-  1,000,000 
700,000
50.000
25.000
Per cent 
66,34 
39.43 
2.82 
1.41
cost per
1.000 ft. 
$20.00
30.00
30.00
35.00
f .o-.b. 
factory 
$20,003 
21,000 
1,500 
875 '
Iowa of Iowa 
Feetb. m. Feetb. m.
1,OOO;O30 
------------ 700,000
..............  E0 ,o:o
25,000
Totals ___ . . . . | 1,775,000 100.00 $24.44 $43,375 .............. 1,775,000
CHAIRS
Although chairs are furniture, it is customary to consider 
their manufacture as a separte industry. Most, chair factories 
confine their operations to that one article, while a furniture 
factory has a much wider field of operation. No softwood sup­
plies chair material in Iowa. White and red oak make nearly
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TABLE XVIII.— 1CHAIRS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in 
cost per f .o .b . Iowa
Kinds of Wood
White o a k ----- -----------
Red o a k -------------- •—
White e lm ____
Yellow birch ----------- -
Cottonwood — ---------
Feet b. m.
305.000
200.000
150.000
140.000 
_ . 126,000
Per cent 
28.00 
18.42 
13.81 
12.89 
11.60
1,000 ft. 
$39.17 
35.25 
20.33 
18,75 
17.86
factory
$11,948
7.050
3.050 
2,625 
2,250
F'eetb. m 
49>9S0 
75,000 
19,905
24’, 938
Sugar m aple--------------
Yellow poplar-----------
White a s h ----------------
125,000
25.000
15.000
11,51
2.30
1.38
17.92
21.00
14.00
2,240
525
210
Totals_______ 1,086,000 100.00 $27.53 - $29,898 . 169,983
Grown out 
of Iowa 
Feet b. m. 
255,010
125.000 
130;,005
140.000
101,012
125.000
25.000
15.000
916,017
half. The moderate price of $39.17 for the best wood indicates 
that the industry turns out chairs of the common sort, that is, 
other than parlor chairs of expensive designs. The cheapest wood 
is ash, and three others fall below $ 2 0  in average cost, while 
yellow poplar is only $21. The quantity furnished by the state 
makes a better showing in this than in some other industries. 
Chair material is generally cut by pattern and in standard sizes. 
The pieces are small, and for that reason rather rough timber 
can be utilized if necessary. The knots and other defects can be 
cut out, and the remainder may be worked up very close. All of 
the woods in table X V III, except yellow poplar, are native t,o 
the state.
General output of Owens Brothers’ sawmill. Note amount of waste to 
am ount of finished product. F orm  of product is dim ension stuit, 
boards, shingles, and lath. W a rren  county, Iow a.
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GATES AND FENCING
Yellow birch is the favorite material for gates. The fencing 
listed in table X IX  is of a kind that can be moved, and in­
cludes none of the ordinary fence which is built where it is 
Intended to remain. Gates are made in regular sizes and styles 
and are bought and sold in the market. They consist principally 
of farm and barnyard gates, though smaller ones are made. The 
high price of the lumber is evidence that the articles manufact­
ured are not, cheap. The white oak at $70 exceeds the.cost of this 
wood in most of the other industries in the state. Again the 
Pacific coast is represented by three species of the t,en reported 
in the industry. The cheapest wood is larch at $29.
TABLE XIX.— GATES AND FENCING
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out 
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m.
fellow birch ________ 300,000 31.58 $40.00 $12,000 300,000
White elm . . . ________ 150,000 15.70 30.00 4,500 150,000
Sugar m aple_________ 140,000 14.74 50.00 7,000 140,000
White o a k ___________ 100,000 10.53 70.00 7,000 5,000 05,000
Red o a k _______ _____ 00,000 6.32 65.00 3,900 2,000 58,000
Hemlock _____________ 52,000 5.47 29.50 1,534, 52,000
Basswood____________ 50,000 5.26 31.00 1,550 50,000
Western larch _______ 48,000 5.05 29.00 1,392 48,000
Douglas f i r __________ 25,000 2.63 40.00 1,000 25,000
Western yellow pine 25,000 2.63 38.00 950 ' 25,000
Totals_______ 950,000 100.00 $43.00 $40,826 7,000 943,000
SHIP AND BOAT BUILDING
No large ships are launched in Iowa, and the industry includes 
small vessels only, chiefly launchesi and light craft for river traffic 
or for pleasure on the streams and lakes.
Douglas fir supplies twice as much of the material as any 
other wood listed in table X X . It, is employed almost exclu­
sively when beams of 50 feet or more are required. Other woods 
can not be had in sizes so large. The best structural oak for boats 
cost, $80 or $90 per thousand, even in short lengths, while Douglas 
fir may be had in any desired length and a,t a cost seldom exceed­
ing $50 per thousand.
The Iowa launch buildersi consider wood preferable to steel 
for small boats. The metal requires frequent applications of 
pa,int, to keep it in good condition. Besides that disadvantage, 
steel vibrates so badly that it is undesirable for pleasure boats.
For the construction of small boats, the northern white cedar 
is considered the finest wood that can be procured in this country, 
but it is excelled by mahogany from the West Indies and by teak 
from the East Indies. The good points in northern white cedar
40
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Sm all saw m ill of Ow ens B rothers tw o m iles east. of.  CarliBle. . l 0 'wa. 
General v iew  of m ill show ing house used, w ith  lo g s in foreground., a h  
sorts o f S e c ie s  are'' saw ed, 17. in a ll ly in g  in the yard. . T his is one 
of the few permanent mills on the Upper Des Moines river. W arren  
county, Iow a.
which so highly recommend it for small boats are lightness, 
durability, and its ability to stand rough usage. - _
The cedar employed by Iowa, boat makers comes from Minne­
sota and Wisconsin. It, is a small tree usually, and isi apt to 
have a curve near the base which spoils the shape of the 
first log. Windshake is likely to lower the quality of the lum­
ber, so that an average of one hundred feet of good boat lumber 
from a thousand feet of logs is a, fair average. The 85,000 feet 
that goes annually into boats in Iowa costs an average of $70 
a thousand. The cypress is more expensive, but all other woods 
are cheaper. All the basswood was cut in the state.
TABLE X X .— SHIPS AND BOATS
Kinds of Wood
Douglas f i r --------
White o a k ____ — :------
Northern white cedar..
White pine _____ _____
Basswood___ — ---------
Cypress --------■---------
Longleaf pine ------------
Hickory-------------------- -
Shortleaf pine - - - - - —-
Totals_______
Quantity usedl annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Feet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m.
200,000 37.38 $45.00 $ 9,000 200,000
100,000 18.69 69.50 6,950 14,000 86,000
85,000 15.89 70.00 5,950 ____ 85,000
75,000 14.02 48.00 3,600 25,000
75,000
25,000 4.67 80.00 750 20,00020,000 3.74 100.00 2,000
15,000 2.80 37.50 564 15,000
10,000 1.87 35.00 350 10,000
5,000 .94 37.50 187 5,000
535,000 100.00 $54.86 $29,351 39,000 496,000
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WEIGHING APPARATUS
The principal items in this industry in Iowa are basesi and 
platforms for scales used in weighing hay, coal, cattle, and 
other heavy articles. The metal portions of the scales are 
fitted with platforms and bases made of wood. Smaller weigh­
ing machines! employ a little wood for the boxing in which the 
delicate parts are housed. Five species of wood only are listed, 
and the total amount is less than half a" million feet.
TABLE XXI.—WEIGHING APPARATUS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out 
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa 
F eetb .m . Percent 1,000ft. factory Feetb. m. Feetb. m.
275.000 55.45 $35.00 $ 9,625 ____  275 COO
113.000 22.78 50.58 5,715 _ _  113 000
63.000 12.70 50.00 • 3,150 I      63ioOO
25.000 5.04 20.00 500 _____  25.000
20.000 4.03 23.00 460 ______ _ 20.000
Totals--------------  496,000 100.00 $39.21 $19,450 __ . . . . .  496,000
MISCELLANEOUS
The articles which make up the miscellaneous table (No. X X II) 
are not manufactured in quantities sufficient to entitle each class 
to a place asi an industry; and in order to present statistics in 
proper form, the group is called miscellaneous. The 400,000 
feet, shown in the table include 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  feet for wood pumps,
70,000 feet for shovel boards, 60,000 feet for hand looms, 50,000 
feet for hog waterers, 1 0 , 0 0 0  for stump pullers, 6 , 0 0 0  for pulleys 
and conveyors, and 1,500 for shade and map rollers. The leader 
isi spruce, both in amount and cost, and white pine is cheapest 
at only $15 a thousand.
TABLE XXII.— MISCELLANEOUS
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out
Kinds of Wood Feet b. m. Per cent
cost per 
1,000 ft.
f .o .b .
factory
Iowa
Feetb. m.
of Iowa 
Feet b. m.Red spruce __________ 200,000 49.94 $44.00 $8,800 200,000
Cypress ______________ 83,000 20.72 22.49 1,867 83^000Sugar m aple________ 44,500 11.11 36.25 1,613 ' 1,500 431000Shortleaf 40,000 9.99 22.50 900 40^ 000
White pine___________ 20,000 4.99 15.00 300 20,000Yellow poplar____ _ . 10,000' 2, 50 35.00 350 10,000White elm . .i . 3,000 .75 33.00 99 3,000
Totals_______ 400,500 100.00 $34.78 $13,929 1,500 399,000
CIGAR AND TOBACCO BOXES
Most of the wood listed in table X X III  is made info cigar 
boxes. Yellow poplar leads in quantity, and tupelo follows. The 
latter wood comes principally from Mobile, Ala., where it is cut
Kinds of Wood
Longleaf pine . . . ___
White o a k _____ ____
Yellow poplar_______
Red oak _____________
Shortleaf pin e______
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TABLE X X III— CIGAR AND TOBACCO BOXES
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out 
cost per f.o .b . Iowa of Iowa
Kinds of Wood Teeth, m. Percent 1,000ft. factory Feetb. m. Feetb. in.
Yellow poplar_____ _ 140,000 43,72
Tupelo ----------------------- 92,500 28.88
Spanish cedar ----------- 40,250 12.57
Basswood____________ 25,000 7.81
tie$ gum ------------------ 22,500 7.02
Totals----------- 320,250 100.00
$60.00 $ 8,400 --------- 140,0C0
46.00 4,255 -------- 92,500
120.00 4,830 -------- 40,250
62.00 1,300 _____ 25,000
50.00 1,328 ___ — 22,500
$62.80 $20,113 -------- 320,250
into lumber from three-sixteenths to five-sixteenths of an inch 
thick. Some of it is thin as one-eighth of an inch. The other 
woods, except Spanish cedar, are reduced to the same dimen­
sions, aud are bought in that form by the box makers. The 
thinness of the lumber accounts for the high prices, for it is 
figured on the basis of lumber an inch thick. Thus the one- 
eighth inch stock requires eight thousand feet, surface measure, 
to make one thousand feet board measure. The Spanish cedar 
has beep worked out on t,he same basis. It is cut much thinner, 
and more sheets of it are required to equal in thickness one-inch 
lumber. The price in the table, $120, is due to the form in which 
it is bought,. Spanish cedar logs do not cost more than good 
yellow poplar logs, but the work of cutting the wood into thin 
sheets of veneer adds much to the cost when delivered at the 
factory.
The sheets of Spanish cedar veneer are glued upon thin sheets 
of other woods in making cigar boxes. The use of the cedar is 
very general in all parts of this country where cigar boxes are 
made. The logs are imported from Cuba and other islands of 
the West Indies. They seldom much exceed a foot in diameter. 
Some cigar factories buy the logs and manufacture veneer and 
thin lumber from them, but the custom is to buy the veeneer.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
The manufacture of musical instruments is not a large indus­
try in Iowa. Only 89,000 feet are used, and the state supplies
3,000 feet of it, white oak and black walnut. No softwood is 
used and the following hardwoods are employed: Basswood 
from Minnesota for piano cases; sugar maple from Wisconsin 
for piano backs ; black walnut for pipe organ frames and blocks ; 
yellow poplar from Tennessee for piano and organ pipes and 
drums ; sQuthern red oak for organ posts and frames ; and white 
oak for posts and frames for large musical instruments. The ab­
sence of spruce indicates that no finished pianos are produced in 
Iowa, because sounding boards are made o f spruce.
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TABLE XXIV.— MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Kinds of Wood
Yellow pop lar_____
Sugar maple________
Basswood _________
White o a k _________
Red o a k ________
Black walnut_______
Yellow birch_____ _
Black cherry _■_____
Totals____ _.
Quantity used annually Average Total cost Grown in Grown out 
cost per f .o .b . Iowa of Iowa 
Keetb. m. Percent 1,000ft. factory Feet b. m. Feet b. m.
27.000 30.34 $60.00 $1,620 _______  27,000
17.000 19.10 32.00 544 ____  _ 17 000
16.000 17.98 28.00 448   . . .  16,000
12.000 13.48 70.00 840 2,000 10,000
10.000 11.24 70.00 700 __ _____ 10,000
4.000 4.49 45.00 . 180 1,000 3,000
2.000 2.25 50.00 /1 0 0   _____■_ 2,000
T 1,000 1.12 50.00 50 _ 1,000
89,000 100.00 $50.35 $4,482 3i,000 86,000
TRUNKS
Two woods supply the raw, material for the manufacture of 
trunks, basswood and white elm, both of which grow in the state, 
but none of that used was home grown. The cost of elm at $45 
is high for that wood, but it was probably bought in three-ply 
veneer, with the exception of slats to reinforce the trunk on the 
outside. Yeneer in three sheets glued together is used for the 
sides, tops, end, and bottoms. The comparative quantities of the 
two woods implies that trunk boxes were made of basswood also. 
Trunks are often made in small shops, since the work can he 
carried on without the use of expensive machinery.
TABLE XXV.— TRUNKS
Kinds of Wood
Basswood __________
White e lm ____ 6____
Quantity used annually Average 
cost per
Peet b. m. Per cent 1,000 ft.
60,000 96.8 $25.00
2,000 3.2 45.00
Total cost Grown in Grown out
f .o .b . Iowa of iowa 
factory Feetb. m. Peetb. m.
$1,500 ------------- 60,000
90 -  — _-----  2,000
Totals--------------  62,000 100.00 $25.65 $1,500 _______  62,000
USES OF WOODS B Y INDUSTRIES
Table X X V I presents much of the data of table I, but in a 
uifferent way. The totals are the same. The first treats the 
material as species, without mention of industries ; the last as 
industries, and species are not mentioned. Twenty-four in­
dustries are listed. The number places Iowa among the states 
where wood-using is diversified. It is, however, much behind Mis­
souri in that respect, and much further behind Illinois, the two 
states on the south and the east. It has less than half the indus­
tries of Illinois, and it uses only one-seventh as much wood as raw 
material.
The average cost of the woods demanded by the twenty-four 
industries of the state ranges from $62.80 for cigar boxes to 
$13.58 for boxes and crates. The state supplies more wood for 
vehicles than for any other industry, and boxes and crates 
stand next in quantity. Seven of the industries obtain their 
lumber entirely outside of the state; and in no case did the 
state supply all, or even half of the wood demanded.
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TABLE X X V I— SUMMARY OF WOODS USED BY INDUSTRIES
Industries
Sash, doors, blinds, etc 
Planing mill products —
Boxes and crates-------—
Tanks and silos— - - - - -  
Vehicle and vehicle 
parts — —- ----- ------- ------
Quantity used annually A vera^T otaj cost Grown in Grown ^ out 
F eetb .m . Percent 1,000ft. factory Feetb. m. Feeth. m.
68,863,800
66.879.000 
31,320,476
23.833.000
17,010,500
Wt°iesdT - ! l - a- - - n- ~ -  16,955,000 
Agricultural" implements ~ /w'
Furniture -----------------*■—
Fixtures ---------—-------- - -
Laundry appliances -----
6.689.000 
6,266,840 
5,608,600
5.541.000
Caskets and coffins——
Car construction —-------
Refrigerators and kitchen
cabinets ----------------— •
Dairymen’s, poulterers 
and apiarists’ supplies 
Handles — -------- ------------
Elevators ----- ------ •--------
Chairs  ----------------- -
Gates and fencing—— — 
Ship and boat building-
Weighing apparatus-----
Miscellaneous uses _—  
CigarAboxes -----------------
Musical* instruments------
Trunks —  --------- .----------
5,000,500
4,146,600
3,354,691
3.065.000
2.049.000
1.775.000
1.086.000
950.000
635.000
496.000 
400,500 
320,250
89.000
62.000
262,596,757Totals —
»Less than 1-100 of 1 per cent.
26.24 $37.39 $2,575,07421.68 29.60 1,683,393
11.90 13.58 425,226
9.09 31.25 754,753
6.48 42.70 726,384
6.46 i 26.70 452,6752.66 34.30 239,956
2.39 32.16 201,561
2.15 38.59. 216,445
| 2.11 26.54 147,080
1.95 24.89 124.465
1.91 25.92 107,484
1.25 29.13 97,719
1.13 29.89 91,628
.78 35.42 72,572
.68 24.44 1 43,375
.41 27.53 29,8981
.36 43.00 40,826.20 54.86 29,351
.09 39.21 19,450
34.78 10,929
.02 62.80 20,113
50.35 4,482
* 25.65 1,590
100.00 $30.92 $8,119,429
311,000 68,552,800
56.879.000 
29,432,476
23.827.000
1 , 888,000
6,000
2,386,250 14,624,250
16,955,000
6.671.000 
5,916,140 
5,073,600
5.541.000
318,000
360,700
535,000
1,000
256,000
4.999,500
3,890,600
25,000 3,329,691
30.000
44.000
169,983
7,000
39,000
Ï’ÜÔÔ
¿’ ÔÔÔ
3.035.000
2.005.000
6,371,433 256,225,324
COST OF DIFFERENT WOODS BY INDUSTRIES
A study of table X X V II is instructive because it shows in con­
venient form the cost of each of the woods m all the industries 
that use it. The variation is great with nearly all, and with 
some it is 400 or 500 per cent. White pme ranges from $12.23 
per thousand to $60; white oak $15.78 to $70; ■ ■  » 5 1 7  
to $70. Differences run m nearly like proportion for all o 
snecies reported by manufacturers m the state.. The cause for 
the differences is chiefly in the grades, but not m all cases A 
woods are not purchased by factories on the same basis. Some 
make purchases in the log; some buy lumber m the rough; and 
some buy it after it has been planed or further manufactured. 
It is evident that 1  one factory buys red oak m the log, and 
another in the form of sawed veneer, the pricesm 3 |§lam e 
nnart The great differences, therefore, m the cost of the same 
Mnd of wood when bought by different industries, is generally 
due to the grades and to the forms m which the purchases are
“ n t s  instructive to compare state with state the same woods 
and the same industries. In Michigan white oak for agricultural
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TABLE XXVII. COST OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WOOD USED 
BY EACH INDUSTRY
Kinds of Wood
Ash (white)__
Aspen ________
Balm of Gilead.
Basswood 41___
Birch (yellow) -
Black walnut __________
Bois d’Arc(Osage orange)
Butternut_______________
Cherry (black) ______
Chestnut _______ ____
$ 42.00
25.50
33.61
Circassian walnut___
Cottonwood .. :_______
Cypress —. _____ . . . __
Douglas f ir __________
Elm (white) _________
Hackberry _____
Hemlock_______
Hickory________
Jack pine £____
Larch (western)
Loblolly pine___________
Longleaf pine_________
Mahogany ______ ____ _
Maple (sugar) _____ _
Norway pine____________
16.22
15.24
16.32
16.1213:43
20.00 
30.68
24.35
21.36 13:88
18:11 
18; 36
Bed cedar '____
Bed gum _______ _____ __
Bed oak ___ ____ _
Eedwood _______ ___
Shortleaf pine ______
32:35
31.65
30.72
15.36
13.22
$ 45.00
24.00
$ 29.23
21.92
29.70
10.67
Spanish cedar______
Spruce (red)_________
Sugar p in e_______ _
Sycamore_______ j___
Tamarack ______
Tupelo_____ __ ________
Western white pine____
Western red cedar_____
Western yellow pine..... 
White cedar (northern)..
White oa k ______________
White pine _____________
Willow (black) ________
Yellow poplar________ ...
40.76 
31721
42.67
39.36
14; 98 
10.67
16.12
15.17
14.90
15.0010.00
16.16
20.00
20.00i
25.29
mm
$ 14.00
18.75
17.86
20;33
$ 52.00
60.00
60.35
29.00
50.73
15.78
12.23
14.00
19.24:
25.31
37.70
17.92
$ 25.00
30:00
25.93
40.00
35.25
41.20
22.97
‘59.00
120.00
46.00
$ 20.00
25.00
38.29
30.00
39.17 
21 "(JO €0.00
30.'00
36:00
30.00
85.00
30.00
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TABLE XXVII.— COST OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WOOD USED 
BY EACH INDUSTRY— Continued.
Kinds of Wood
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J 49.24 f 22.34 f 39..S5Ash (white) _ _ _______
26.15
26.66
$ 31.00 
40.,00
18.00
4L60 $ 60.00 50.00 $ 40.16
35.00 45.00Blnck walnut .— — —
Butternut_______ _______ 35.00
Circassian walnut---------
Cottonwood ______--------—
Cypress-------- ——------------ 33.80 60.00 26.40 $ 22.49
31.55
Douglas f i r -------- ------------ 45.00
34.04
46.PO 
22.73
40.00
30.00 21.00 26.00 33.00 25.00
Hemlock -------—----------- 29.50 25.00 27.50
Larch (western)----- ------- 29.00
I.ongleaf pine ' --------------
1 W.
31.00 23^ 00 50.00 24.00 30.06 36.25 32 .,00 50.0027.00
4/> no
24.00
52.91
19.44
37.25
19.0C 26.62 24.32
65.00 50.00 ' 70.OC 56.0640.00
31.73 33.20 20.80Sliui Llucil pine ——————— __ --
30. OC 44.0C ___ 30.00____ _ _
39.2C 
20.(GK
38. OC______ 40.00
White' cedar (northern)- 1
0,
00
 •
 I !
40.7 70.(K
M S I
............ 50.0( ______ 70.0 68.22
White pine_____________ 60.0< 15.0 - - . 30.00
54.0< 41.2 ____
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"TABLE X xV lL — COST OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WOOD USED 
BY EACH INDUSTRY—Continued.
Kinds of Wood
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Ash (white)_____________ $ 23.79 $ 30.00 $ 48.95 $ 28.45Aspen____ ________  .
Balm of Gilead_________ 20.00
Basswood ______________ 26.0 $ 31.24 $ 30.00 $ 25.00 60.00
62.61Birch (yellow) _____ 21.40 39.44 32.00
Black walnut 102.36
Bois d’Arc(Osage orange) 125.00
Butternut ______________
Cherry (black) __ ___ 42.00
Chestnut ______________
Circassian walnut ____
Cottonwood ___________ 24.26 51.21
40.23Cypress _________ ______ 30.00 36.62 100.00 36.43
64.89
15.00Douglas fir ___________ 20.00 34.16 45.00
Elm (white) _____ 22.29 45.00 36.46 25.00
Hackberry _____________
Hemlock - ___ ____ 20.00
Hickory _____________ _ 70.00 35.00 24.94 30.00Jack pine _____________
Larch (western)
■ Loblolly pine 23.00 30.77 22.00
27.48Longleaf pine ________Mahocany
21.50
200.00
29.24
173.60
37.50 26.27 35.00 27.00
Maple (sugar) ________ 32.15 52.83 36.39Norway pine _ .. 30.00 35.00
Red cedar _ _ ... 66.67
Red gum ________ 21.70 20.79 30.04
48.66Red oak 37.73 52.14 20.00Redwood ______  ______ 46.07 43.13¡Shortleaf pine .. 1 . 20.28 16.67 37.50 27.50 28.19 23.00 23.89
Spanish cedar
Spruce (red) 30.42 31.84
Sugar pine _________ _ 45.06 45.00Svcamnre 50.00
Tamarack _________ 29.00 25.00
Tupelo ___________
Western white pine ___
Western red cedar__
Western yellow pine___ 42.12
White cedar (northern) 70.00
White oak __________ 40.62 59.85 69.50 30.00 47.92 60.58White p in e__  ___ 16.41 37.39 48.00 27.54
Willow (black)____  __
Yellow p o p la r_________ 28.52 51.87 67.85) 50.00
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implements costs $35.88, in Iowa $42.67; H H H B  
Michigan $49.03, Iowa $15.78; for car con| ’ 7 5
iQO 50 Iowa $25.31; for furniture, Michigan $57.13, Iowa <o.
W l ^ m m  -  m  m  m k m  M  w m  ? " e ntries, when one state is compared with another. 1 M B  
that the cost of a certain wood in one state, when it w listed i 
an industry is no criterion of its cost for the same indus ry
another state, but none the less, it.'?;.1l" gdyh-aw m t  B P j P  For examples the white oak m Michigan which went into boxes
at a cost o f ’$49.75 was very different, B h B W M B B  
$15 78 in Iowa box factories. Before woods and .prices
one'^region can he intelligently M M i i i l M M I  
other region, the grades in both cases must be mown io  sep 
arate the grades which go into each industry and | | 9B  t 
prices (ff every Ggrade would be a task of too great magnitude to 
undertake in connection with this study. It may he accepted, 
however, that similar grades of standard B j j l B B i  
cost about the same in all markets, when due allowance is made 
for difference in freight charges.
t h e  l u m b e r  g u t
The United States census compiles figures showing the¡sawmill 
output in the various states, and the production of cooperage 
stock, shingles and lath, wood distillation prodB E f| | H  
tanning extracts, tanbark, veneers andl naval stores Iowa is 
credited with none of these except lath, shingles and timber. 
The cut of shingles in 1909 was 8,264,000 worth $19,751, and 
H  22f)00,000 worth $87,776. Both of these industries are very 
small for a state as well settled as Iowa The abs^pce of t  g 
cooperage from the industries of the state is not 
prise because timber suitable for that purpose does not grow in 
commercial quantities in Iowa; but that, does not hold for slack 
cooperage, which consists of apple barrels, flour barrels cement 
barrels,^and any others not
considerable timber m Iowa well suited to the manufacture oi 
slack cooperage for certain commodities, for instance, cotton­
wood for Aon? barrels, and elm for almost any slack cooperage 
barrel yet nothing of the kind appears m the statistics, and it is 
assumed that no manufacturing-along that line is done m t
St The cut of lumber makes a much better | | S | I  m S M I  
be classed as a timber state, yet it produced m 1909 132 021,UUU 
feet of lumber, valued at $3,298,697, as shown m detail m the
following table:
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P R O D U C T IO N  O P L U M B E R  IN  I O W A  IN  1909.
Kind of wood Feet board measure
White pine ............................................... ............................ .. 80,158,000
Oak of various k inds..................................... ..... jB......... 17,335*000
White elm .........................................   11,710,000
Cottonwood ........     10,778,000
Basswood ..................... .................................... ...................  4,111,000
Maple ........       3,128,000
Hickory ----- . . . . . . . . . . ------ ------------------- --1,490,000
Black w alnut.......... ............................ ..........................; . .  858,000
White ash ............ .................... : . . . . . . .............................. 788,000
Birch ................      627,000
Sycamore ........ .................................................. ....... ............ 259,000
Hemlock ........................... .................. ; ..................... 215,000
Cherry ........      177,000
Red cedar.........................................; . i ................................  3,000
Tamarack . . . . . . . . . ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ . . . . . _____  2,000
All others ........ ........................ ............, ......................... . .  382,000
T o ta l ........................................................................... ......................132,021,000
USES OF WOOD B Y SPECIES
The following list shows the usesi of each one of the woods 
manufactured in Iowa, asi far as reports were made. It would 
be misleading to conclude that these are all the uses that have 
been found for the woods in the state. In most instances a manu­
facturer reports only what he considers the most important uses, 
though the wood may have several others. A  list of uses thus 
made up is o f much value, though it mhy not be complete. It is 
a showing of the best service performed by a particular species in 
a manufacturing region. The list should be studied in tha,t light 
in order to arrive at the true meaning. The woodsi and their 
uses in Iowa follow :
Ash— Boxes, butter tubs, kitchen cabinets, pews, shooks, vehicle 
body frames, vehicle seats, wdgon repairs.
Balm of Gilead— Boxes, cabinets, shooks.
Basswood— Altars, beehives, box shooks, baggy bottoms, caskets, 
church furniture (excluding pews), cigar boxes, couches, crating, 
cupboard drawers, duster heads, feeder slats, fixtures, frames, honey 
boxes, interior finish, machinery bodies, shelving, tenplates, trunks, 
wagon tops, wooden boxes.
Black Ash— Agricultural implements, butter tubs, hoops fdr but­
ter tubs, vehicles.
Butternut— Altars, balusters, church pews, furniture, interior fin­
ish, rails.
Cherry-— Finish, frames, street cars.
Chestnut— Boxes, caskets, coffins.
Circassian Walnut—-Fixtures (store, office and bar).
Cotton Gum— Cigar boxes, packing boxes, shooks.
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Cottonwood— Baskets, box boards boxes, body bottoms, chairs
tS S A m m  H  SSSsFS
ments, feeder parts, fixtures, frames, furnxture gene 
hog waterers, house finish, interior finish, ironing boards moumi g, 
li fe  screens, shelving, storm windows, tanks n^hs for washing , 
machines, wagon boxes, washing machines, water tanks, wind
'T o b i a s  Fir— Banister work, car training, C r a c k s '
tlirpt, (office and store), floors, frames, general mill work, hay racxs, 
interior finish, moulding, planking f o r  boats porch columns, sash, 
screens, silos, storm sashes, tanks, window sills.
g g s g B t e B w B & w  rtCTat»rs- generai
buggies car-
“ 5 .  carriage rebuilding, chair rounds, doubletrees, tenders, 
framework' gears ladders, mower pitmans, neck yokes, poles (ve- 
h S r  repairing!’ rims, shafts, singletrees, spokes, stakes, wagon
WS g l e a f  Pine— Boxes, car floors, crates, frames, interior finish,
■ f l M M  tables, chairs, dressers,
ItttN o r ^ y  Pine—Ceiling, crating, doors, Interior finish, ladders, sash,
Osage Orange— Wagon felloes.
Tted Cedar— Brooders, caskets, chests and incubators.
Red Gum— Buffets, carriage rebuilding, chiffoniers (sides and
back) cigar boxes, coffins, crating, dollies for washing machines, 
door ends door sides, drawers, dresser (sides and backs), duster 
heads exterior finish, frames, interior finish, ironing boards, mould- 
t a f  ¿¿k in g  boxes, panels, refrigerators, shelves (hacks and bot-
Red Oak— Base^latfonns!' bolsters, cabinets, car repairs, caskets,
chairs, china closets, church furniture, B B O * " * * ^  
ers feeder parts, fixtures, frame posts, general mill work, hay tools, 
hearse work,’ interior finish, moulding, pews, platforms on washers, 
«lows portable corn cribs, rails, refrigerators, sash, shelves, show 
cases,’ sills, silos, sleds, stackers, stairways, street cars, tables, wag-
0nR^wood^B°eehTves, churners (inside), creamery rollers and dash­
ers general mill work, incubators (inner walls), siding, silos.
Shortleaf Pine— Boxes, car floors, ceiling, crates, doors, fixtures, 
floorinV^ames, general mill work, interior finish, office cases, plan- 
ing mm products, portable corn cribs, sash, screens, show cases, 
sleds, step ladders, street cars, wagons, window frames.
Spanish Cedar— Cigar boxes.
Spruce— Cabinets, doors, frames, interior finish, ladder stiles, 
moulding, outside finish, refrigerators, storm sash, wooden pumps.
Sugar Maple— Axles, baskets, bed timbers, book cases, bottom 
cleats bottom sills, chairs, couches, crating, davenports, door sides, 
dresses duster heads, elevators, farm implements, fixtures, flooring, 
frames grass boards, handles, parts of musical mechanism, piano
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backs, pins, platforms, rockers, rollers, sheave pulleys, shelving, 
splints, spreader conveyors, stands, staves, street cars, stump pullers, 
vehicles, washing machines.
Sugar Pine— Columns, doors, finish, moulding, sash, trim, win­
dows.
Tamaracks— Boxes, doors, interior finish, sash, silos.
i Walnut (Black)— Finish, organ frames^ organ parts, patterns, 
piano moulding, pipe organ blocks.
Western Red Cedar— Shelving, store fixtures, house trim.
Western Yellow Pine—rDoors, sash, siding, finish and trim.
Western White Pine—rCasing, doors, finish, moulding, sash, storm 
sash, screens, trim, windows.
White Ash— Butter tubs, butter tub bottoms, butter tub covers, 
buggy bodies, box shooks, boxes, church pews, carriage bodies, 
chairs, chair frames, couch frames, davenports, drawer bottoms, 
farm implements, felloes, fixtures, forks, frames, general mill work, 
hand rakes, handles, hoes, kitchen cabinets, rockers, sieve frames, 
sills, staves (butter tub), tools, veneer cores.
White Birch-—Piano repairing, action parts, piano keys, thresher 
screens, sieve frames.
White Cedar— Row boats, steam boats (keels, etc.), yachts.
White Elm— Baskets, blocks, bottom cleats on boxes, cart handles, 
chairs, commodes, core for veneer covering, couches, crating, dash­
ers, davenports, dressers, frames, harrows, hoops, kitchen cabinets, 
mountain oscillator sleds, pews, rocker runners, shelving, sleighs, 
splints, staves, stump pullers, sweepers, trunks, wardrobes.
White Oak— Bank fixtures, bases, baskets, beams, benches, boats, 
bolsters, book-cases, boxes, buffets, cabinet works,, car repairing, car­
riage rebuilding, caskets, cases (instrument), chairs, china closets, 
couches, counters, davenports, desks, discs, poles, doors, dressers, 
feeder parts, fixtures, flooring, frames, general mill work, hay ma­
chinery, hay tools, hubs, interior finish, locomotives, machinery 
bases, office fixtures, piano moulding, platforms for washers, plows, 
portable corn cribs, posts, rake arms, refrigerator cases, repairing, 
rims, rockers, rubbing sticks, running boards, running gear, sash, 
show cases, sills, sleds, splints, stackers, stairs, staves, street cars, 
table tops (extension and library), tanks, vehicles, wagon gears, 
wagon reaches, wagon tongues, wagon trimming, wheels.
White Pine— Beehives, boxes, ceiling, crates, custom trade, doors, 
elevators, feeder parts, flooring, frames, gates, general mill work, 
interior finish, moulding, outside finish, patterns, sash, scale boxes’ 
screens, shelves, shiplaps, shooks, tanks, window sills, wooden boxes.
Willow— Boxes, crating, packing.
I Yellow Poplar— Agricultural implements, auto tops, bodies (ve­
hicle), box shooks, butter tubs, carriage rebuilding, church furni­
ture (except pews), cigar boxes, couches, davenports, drums, furni­
ture, general mill work, interior finish, locomotive cabs, machinery 
bases, molds, musical instruments, office fixtures, panels, piano cases, 
pipe organ blocks, refrigerators, rollers, show cases, shuttles, sleds,’ 
streets cars, wagon body panels, wagon boxes.
DIRECTORY OF IOW A WOOD USERS
The foregoing report, was compiled from statisics of manu­
facture furnished by wood-users in all parts of Iowa, and was«
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General view  of a saw m ill b elon gin g to M. D . Conley, P. O. O akville. 
Show s the buildings used, logs, etc. The engine is a  tw en ty  
pow er and the m ill saw s betw een five and ^ C l m r g e s
per day, but is in operation only .about four w eek s per y +ar ’ T„(d1fla ge 
$5.00 per thousand for custom  saw in g. D es M oines county, Iow a.
supplemented by much material procured in a field study cov­
ering the state. Letters of inquiry were sent to the addresses ot 
all manufacturers of wood commodities. The absence of a 
in the following directory of Iowa wood users, indicates either 
that the Forest Service received no reply to the request for infor­
mation or that the products of the establishment did not, come 
within the scope of the investigation.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
Burnham Tank Factory, Charles City.
M. H. Daly, Charles City.
F. A. Smith & Son, Clinton.
E. Children & Sons, Council Bluffs. 
Walker Bros., Council Bluffs.
Sandwich Mffe. Co., Council Bluffs. 
Louden Machinery Co., Fairfield.
Ft. Madison Plow Co., Ft. Madison. 
Grinnell Planing Mill Co., Grinnell.
C. W . Coad, Middletown.
Bloom Mfg. Co., Nashua.
The Maytag Co., Newton.
Newton Disc Plow Co., Newton.
The Bergman Mfg. Co., Newton.
Dain Mfg. Co., Ottumwa.
Lindsay Mfg. Co., Ottumwa.
Pella Stacker Co., Pella.
Dowden Mfg. Co., Prairie City.
Robinson Spreader Co., Vinton.
Iowa Spreader Mfg. Co., Waterloo.
The Litchfield Mfg. Co., Waterloo.
Wm. Galloway, Waterloo.
Closz & Howard Mfg. Co., Webster City.
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BOXES AND CRATES, PACKING. 
Burlington Basket Co., Burlington.
Burlington Box Co., Burlington.
Northwestern Cabinet Co., Burlington.
J. G. Cherry C'o., Cedar Rapids.
Schreiber Carriage Mfg. Co., Chariton.
Anderson Furniture Co., Clinton.
Hansen & Dickmann Furn. Co., Clinton.
F. Smith & Son, Clinton.
Keys Bros., Council Bluffs.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs.
H. F. Brammer Mfg. Co., Davenport.
Davenport Locomotive Works, Davenport 
Voss Bros. Mfg. Co., Davenport.
White Lily Mfg. Co., Davenport.
Des Moines Incubator Co., Des Moines.
Iowa Box & Lbr. Co., Des Moines.
Kratzer Carriage Co., Des Moines.
Flick-Ziepprecht Box Co., Dubuque.
Spaulding Mfg. Co., Grinnell.
S. C. & S. Carter Co., Keokuk.
Keokuk Box Co., Keokuk.
Zimmerman Steel Co., Lone Tree.
Anderson & Winter Mfg. Co., Lyons.
Marshalltown Buggy Co., Marshalltown.
South Muscatine Lbr. Co., Muscatine.
One Minute Mfg. Co., Newton.
Automatic Electric Washer Co., Newton.
Dain Mfg. Co., Ottumwa.
Lindsay Mfg. Co., Ottumwa.
Wellman Banana Crate Mfg. Co., Ottumwa.
At Last Washer Co., Perry.
Dowden Mfg. Co., Prairie City.
C. Shenkberg Co., Sioux City.
Walsh & Rummels, Sioux City.
BOXES, TOBACCO.
Pettitt Laundry & Box Co., Burlington.
Davenport Cigar Box Co., Davenport.
Des Moines Cigar Box Co., Des Moines 
Rees Mfg. Co., Keokuk.
Sioux City Box Mfg. Co., Sioux City.
CAR CONSTRUCTION.
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern R. R., Boone. 
Bettendorf Axle Co., Davenport.
Davenport Locomotive Works, Davenport.
Carr, Ryder & Adams Co., Dubuque.
Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co., Ottumwa 
Sioux City Service Co., Sioux City.
C. B. & Q. R. R_ West Burlington.
Union Pacific R. R., Des Moines.
CASKETS AND COFFINS.
Embalming Burial Case Co., Burlington.
Des Moines Casket Co., Des Moines.
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Dubuque Casket Co., Dubuque.
Iowa Coffin Co^ Dubuque.
Curtis Sasb & Door Co., Sioux City.
Waterloo Casket Co., Waterloo.
CHAIRS.
Hemingway Furniture Co., Clinton.
J. A. Kelly & Bros., Clinton.
Fort Madison Chair Co., Fort Madison.
DAIRYMEN’S, POULTERERS’ & APIARISTS’ SUPPLIES.
J. G. Cherry Co., Cedar Rapids.
Kretchmer Mfg. Co., Council Bluffs.
Des Moines Incubator Co., Des Moines.
Klondike Incubator Co., Des Moines.
Hohnsbehn-Cry Supply Co., Waverly.
FIXTURES.
W. A. Jones & Sons, Albia.
Weisbard & Sucher, Cedar Falls.
Cedar Rapids Sash & Door Co., Cedar Rapids.
Williams & Hunting Co., Cedar Rapids.
Fisher-Stevens Co., Charles City.
P. H. Wind & Sons, Council Bluffs.
Keding, Henke & Co., Davenport.
Knostman & Peterson Furniture Co., Davenport.
Des Moines Cabinet Co., Des Moines.
Loetseher Jaeger Mfg. Co., Des Moines.
Lentz Planing Mill, Des Moines.
Des Moines Wood Fixture Co., Des Moines.
W. W. Maple Cabinet Mfg. Co., Des Moines.
Chas. Passow & Sons, Des Moines.
Ottumwa Mill & Construction Co., Ottumwa.
Dubuque Altar Mfg. Co., Dubuque.
The T. F. Phillips Co., Dubuque.
Ft. Dodge Mfg. Co., Ft. Dodge.
McNaught Fixture Co., Glidden.
Sphinx Mfg. Co., Iowa City.
S. C. & S. Carter Co., Keokuk.
L. T. Crisman Co., Ottumwa.
National Wood Works, Perry & Sioux City.
Curtis Sash, Door Co., Sioux City.
Soiset Bros. Planing Co., Sioux City.
A. Ostling, Sioux City.
Nauman Co., Waterloo.
Waterloo Sash & Fixture Works, Waterloo.
FURNITURE.
Leopold Desk Co., Burlington.
Northwestern Cabinet Co., Burlington.
Hawkeye Lbr. Co., Cedar Rapids.
Anderson Furn. Co., Clinton.
Hansen & Dieckmann Furniture Co., Clinton.
Hemingway Furniture Co., Clinton.
J. A. Kelly & Bros., Clinton.
Gordon-Van Tine Co., Davenport.
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Knostman & Peterson Furniture Co., Davenport.
Loetscher Jaeger Manufacturing Go., Des Moines.
Lentz Planing Mill, Des Moines.
Schmitt & Henry Manufacturing Co., Des Moines.
Key City Furniture Co., Dubuque.
Strickler Store Fixture Co., Keokuk.
Anderson & Winter Manufacturing Co., Lyons.
C. W. Coad, Middletown.
Globe Manufacturing Co., Perry.
National Wood Works, Perry.
Soiset Bros. Planing Co., Sioux City.
Wm. Galloway, Waterloo.
HANDLES.
M. H. Daley, Charles City.
American Fork & Hoe Co., Ft. Madison Works, Ft. Madison. 
The Hoag Duster Co., Monticello.
Lindsay Manufacturing Co., Ottumwa.
INSTRUMENTS, MUSICAL.
Louis Bittner, Bellevue.
Burlington Pipe Organ Co., Burlington.
Hawkeye Lumber & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids.
LAUNDRY APPLIANCES.
Hemingway Furniture Co., Clinton.
H. F. Brammer Manufacturing Co., Davenport.
Voss Bros. Manufacturing Co., Davenport.
White Lily Manufacturing Co., Davenport.
One Minute Manufacturing Co., Newton.
Newton Washing Machine Co., Newton.
Newton Disc Plow Co., Newton.
At Last Washer Co., Perry.
Globe Manufacturing Co., Perry.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Cedar Rapids Pump Co., Cedar Rapids.
Swenson Grubber Co., Crisco.
The Newcomb Loom Co., Davenport.
Klondike Incubator Co., Des Moines.
Lentz Planing Mill, Des Moines.
Only Manufacturing Co., Hawarden.
Lindsay Manufacturing Co., Ottumwa.
Remsen Planing Mill, Remsen.
Soiset Bros. Planing Co-, Sioux City.
Kimball Bros. Council Bluffs.
Younglove Construction Co., Sioux City.
Dubuque Boat and Boiler Works, Dubuque.
Dubuque Motor Boat Ways, Dubuque.
Des Moines Trunk Factory, Des Moines.
D. S. Anthony, Sioux City.
The Denning Wire & Fence Co., Cedar Rapids.
T. Smith & Son, Clinton.
PLANING-MILL PRODUCTS.
Louis Bittner, Bellevue.
Burlington Lumber Co., Burlington.
Noelke-Lyon Manufacturing Co., Burlington.
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Derby Mills Co., Burlington.
Nairn Gillies Co., Burlington.
Harris Cole Manufacturing Co., Cedar Falls.
Hawkeye Lumber Coal Co., Cedar Rapids.
Gier & Beiz, Conrad.
Remsen Planing Mill, Remsen.
John W. Bartlett, Creston.
J. K. & W. H. Gilcrest Co., Des Moines.
Peter J. Seippel Lumber Co., Dubuque.
S. & J. C. Atlee, Ft. Madison.
Menser Lumber Co., Guttenberg.
F. X. Freyder, Iowa City.
Taber Lumber Co., Keokuk.
Geo. Kreussel, Buchanan.
Glattly, Ditmars & Ayers, Mt. Pleasant.
Huttig Manufacturing Co., Muscatine.
Wild & Dolan, New Albin.
Skow Bros., Newton.
L. T. Crisman Co., Ottumwa.
REFRIGERATORS AND KITCHEN CABINETS.
Anderson Furniture Co., Clinton.
Hansen & Dickmann Furniture Co., Clinton.
Key City Furniture Co., Dubuque.
Akerson Ringstrom Co., Keokuk.
S. C. & S. Carter Co., Keokuk.
Soiset Bros. Planing Co., Sioux City.
A. Ostling, Sioux City.
Herrick Refrigerator Co., Waterloo.
Northey Manufacturing Co., Waterloo.
Waterloo Casket Co., Waterloo.
SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, AND GENERAL MILLWORK.
W. A. Jones & Sons, Albia.
I. N. Sutton & Sons, Atlantic.
Samuel Denison, Atlantic.
Noelke-Lyon Manufacturing Co., Burlington.
Derby Mills Co., Burlington.
Nairn GilleS Co., Burlington.
The Calmar Manufacturing Co., Calmar.
Weisbard & Sucher, Cedar Falls.
Cedar Rapids Sash & Door Co., Cedar Rapids.
Hawkeye Lumber & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids.
Cedar Rapids Woodworkers Co., Cedar Rapids.
Williams & Hunting, Cedar Rapids.
Geo. P. Smith Co., Charles City.
M. A. Disbrow & Co., Lyons.
E. Children & Sons, Council Bluffs.
P. H. Wind & Sons, Council Bluffs.
Davenport Woodworks, Davenport.
Keding, Henke & Co., Davenport.
T. W. McClelland Co., Davenport.
P. J. Stelling & Co., Davenport.
Des Moines Cabinet Co., Des Moines.
J. K. & W. H. Gilcrest Co., Des Moines.
Loetscher, Jaeger Manufacturing Co., Des Moines.
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Lentz Planing Mill, Des Moines.
W. W. Maple Cabinet Co., Des Moines.
Carr & Adams Co., Des Moines.
Carr, Ryder & Adams Co., Dubuque.
Farley & Loetscher Manufacturing Co., Dubuque.
Metz Manufacturing Co., Dubuque.
A. W. Jargensen, Fort Dodge.
S. C. & S. Carter Co., Keokuk. ,
A. C. Smith, Keokuk.
Zimmerman Steel Co., Lone Tree.
Human Ohlrogge, Lowden.
Manson Planing Mill, Manson.
Ewing Planing Mill Co., Marshalltown.
Kreutzer & Wasem, Marshalltown.
Midland Manufacturing Co., Mason City. 
McKechnie-Buck-Lewis Manufacturing Co., Mason City. 
Sutton Bros., Middletown.
Glattly, Ditmars & Ayers, Mt. Pleasant.
Huttig Manufacturing Co., Muscatine.
Roach & Musser Sash & Door Co., Muscatine.
Wild & Dolan, New Albin.
Osage Manufacturing Go., Osage.
Ottumwa Mill & Construction Co., Ottumwa.
Wellman Banana Crate Manufacturing Co., Ottumwa. 
Geo. Reesen, Pella.
National Wood Works, Perry & Sioux City.
Chas. Timeon & Son, Perry.
A. A. Roberts, Perry.
Remsen Planing Mills, Remsen.
Curtis Sash & Door Co., Sioux City.
Wangberg Bros., Sioux City.
Isett Lumber Co., Wapello.
Frank Gare, Wapello.
Nauman Co., Waterloo.
Soiset Bros. Planing Co., Sioux City.
A. Ostling, Sioux City.
Waterloo Sash & Fixture Works, Waterloo.
W. H. Woodring, Waverly.
Hawkeye Cabinet Co., Webster City.
Banter & Smith, Winfield.
TANKS AND SILOS.
Spurbeck-Lambert Co., Algona.
Cedar Rapids Pump Co., Cedar Rapids.
Iowa Windmill & Pump Co., Cedar Rapids.
Vernier Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids.
Burnham Tank Factory, Charles City.
T. Smith & Son, Clinton.
Gier & Beiz, Conrad.
T. C. Shanklin, Conrad.
Kretchmer Manufacturing Co., Council Bluffs.
Beckman Bros., Des Moines.
Des Moines Silo & Manufacturing Co., Des Moines. 
Western Silo Co., Des Moines.
Hawkins Manufacturing Co., Des Moines.
Indiana Silo Co., Des Moines.
Farmers Handy Wagon Co., Des Moines.
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The .Martin Co., Sac City.
Curtis Sash & Door Co., Sioux City.
Storm Lake Tub & Tank Factory, Storm Lake.
W. H. Woodring, Waverly.
VEHICLE AND VEHICLE PARTS.
Spurback-Lambert Co., Algona.
C. W. Needles, Atlantic.
Buffington Wheel Co., Burlington.
Burlington Buggy Co., Burlington.
H. Miller, Calmar.
Harris Cole Manufacturing Co., Cedar Falls.
Beck & Son, Cedar Rapids.
Cedar Rapids Carriage Works, Cedar Rapids. 
Schreiber Carriage. Manufacturing Co., Chariton.
Fish Bros. Manufacturing Co., Clinton.
Keys Bros., Council Bluffs.
Standard Manufacturing Co., Council Bluffs.
Des Moines Cabinet Co., Des Moines.
Des Moines Casket Co., Des Moines.
J. K. & W. H. Gilcrest Co., Des Moines. 
Leachman-Claiborne Co., Des Moines. 
Porter-Harkness Co., Des Moines.
Shaver Carriage Co., Des Moines.
A. A. Cooper Wagon & Buggy Co., Dubuque.
Joel Turney $  Co., Fairfield.
Walsh & Rummels, Sioux City.
Grinnell Vehicle Manufacturing Co., Grinnell. 
Spaulding Manufacturing Co., Grinnell.
Laros & Sons, Guttenberg.
J. S. Herboldsheimer, Guttenberg.
Fred C. Leitgen, Guttenberg.
The Mills-Ellsworth Co., Keokuk.
Oskaloosa Manufacturing Co., Oskaloosa.
J. A. Jones, Oskaloosa.
Lindsay Manufacturing Co., Ottumwa.
Buerkins Manufacturing Co., Pella.
Iowa Wagon Co., Shenandoah.
M. J. Maroney, Storm Lake.
Henry Bell, Washington.
The Litchfield Manufacturing Co., Waterloo.
WEIGHING APPARATUS.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Des Moines.
Standard Scale & Manufacturing Co., Des Moines. 
Zimmerman Steel Co., Lone Tree.
WOODENWARE NOVELTIES.
Spurbeck-Lambert Co., Algona.
American Cooperage Co., Anamosa.
State Prison, Anamosa.
T. Smith & Son, Clinton.
Davenport Ladder Co., Davenport.
Klondike Incubator Co., Des Moines.
S. H. Thompson, Ft. Dodge.
Storm Lake Tub & Tank Factory, Storm Lake. 
Story City Butter Tub Co., Story City.
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THE TIMBER RESOURCES OF IOWA
BY G. B. MACDONALD.
There has been little change in the distribution of native timber 
growth since the settlement of Iowa. With the exception ofa the 
extreme eastern and southeastern portions of the state, where 
the timber occurred in bodies of considerable extent; the tores 
is found only adjoining the watercourses. Both the quantity and 
size of the timber decreases to the westward and more especially 
to the northwest. In the eastern portion of the state the fane 
stands of large walnut, sycamore, and oak frees have fallen 
to the lumberman’s axe and there is only a remnant of me 
original forest composed of the less desirable species or tfae 
culls of the more valuable timbers. In the central part of tfae 
state the forested areas occur in restricted belts along the streams. 
The timber is mostly small but occasionally on the bottomlands 
an over-mature tree of large dimensions may be seen. With tfae 
ever increasing scarcity of the best woods, the valuable timber 
has found a ready market. In progressing northward along the 
western border of the state, following the Missouri and Big Sioux 
rivers the timber decreases both in variety and size. 1  he nar­
row fringe of trees at the northwest corner, bordering the Sioux 
and its tributaries, is quite insignificant as compared with tfae 
timber in the more favored portions of the state.
IOWA HAS 2,500,000 ACRES OF TIMBER.
According to the best available figures, the timbered area of 
Iowa amounts to 2,500,000 acres, or approximately 7 per cent ot 
the total area. The timber is almost exclusively of the^  mixed 
hardwood type. The species of most importance are the white oak 
red oak, bur oak, yellow oak and swamp white oak, the pignut 
and bitternut hickories, white and green ash, black walnut, bass­
wood white, red and cork elms, cottonwood, black willow, hard 
and soft maples, sycamore, haekberry, honey locust and cottee 
tree The valuable oaks and the walnut were cut especially 
heavy at an early date. Among the. eonifers two species have 
been found in commercial quantities in Iowa, white pine (Finns 
strobus) and red cedar ( Juniperus virginiana). The very lim­
ited occurrence of balsam fir (Abies balsamea) is only ot botani­
cal importance. Small stands of the pine occurring m the north­
eastern part of the state were early lumbered. Thenange of the 
cedar extends to all parts of the commonwealth. Valuable stands 
which were found along the Cedar and Iowa rivers were early 
exploited.
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WOODLANDS PRODUCE ONLY 30 PER CENT OF A CROP.
The average woodlands of the state are producing only about 
thirty per cent of their possible output of wood products. With 
little or no protection from fire or stock, the native timber is 
regenerating poorly and many stands aire characterized by the 
absence of reproduction.
From early times Iowa has been active in planting timber. The 
woodlots in most instances were for providing shelter, fuel and 
repair material. In few cases were the plantings made for 
strictly commercial purposes. In 1863 the State Census re­
ported a total of 8,360 acres in planted groves and woodlots. 
In 1867 this area, had increased to 14,128 acres ; in 1875 to 65,549 
acres; and at the present date the estimated acreage in planted 
timber is 210,000 acres. The first plantations were composed of 
the rapidly growing species, cottonwood, white willow, soft 
maple, and ash. Many o f these groves have matured and have 
been harvested. The cottonwood especially has given very satis­
factory returns, when given reasonable protection and care. At 
the present time the farm plantations are being set out largely 
for the production of fence posts since there is a steady demand 
for this product from all quarters of the state. The hardy ca­
talpa is tfie species most planted for this purpose, although fail­
ures are common when the tree is planted in poor soil or out of 
range.
TIMBER PLANTING MAY BE MADE TO PAY.
There are splendid possibilities for extending timber planting 
beyond the home woodlot. Thousands of acres of “ bars”  are 
found along the principle watercourses which should support 
an excellent growth of cottonwood, willow and other moisture 
enduring species. Bluff lands too steep and rugged for orchards 
and cultivation have a definite value for forestry purposes. 
Thousands of acres of scrubby hardwood may be improved by 
underplanting with white pine or other equally desirable trees. 
Experiments instituted a few years ago by the Agricultural Ex­
periment, Station are showing something of the possibilities of ; 
underplanting. That commercial woodlots are receiving some 
attention is indicated by the establishment of a catalpa planta­
tion of 160 acres in eastern Iowa, for the production of railroad 
ties.
The information contained in the preceding report on wood 
using industries should be of value both to the manufacturer 
and timber owner of the state. Besides emphasizing the im­
portance of various timbers in the woodworking industries, new 
possibilities are suggested for utilizing woods formerly consid­
ered of little value.
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Large quantities of white pine are used in the Iowa woodwork­
ing industries but practically all of this is grown in other states. 
In the past Iowa has had an almost, unlimited supply of this 
high class timber to dra,w from; however, as the virgin supply 
is exhausted there will be more of a tendency to supply the local 
timber needs from home sources.
IOWA SHOULD PROMOTE TIMBER PRODUCTION.
The fact that Iowa has a smaller per cent of waste land than 
any other state makes evident the possibility of close and inten­
sive utilization of this relatively small area for timber purposes. 
It is not reasonable to expect Iowa to rank high in timber produc­
tion as compared with those states which have a, high percentage 
of forest, land, yet there are extensive areas that should produce 
higher returns if properly managed for timber than if used for 
other purposes or allowed to remain as waste. It will be possible 
to produce timber on the bluffs and lowlands along the water­
courses, and on wet lands not suitable for reclaiming by drainage, 
which should in time compete successfully in the market with 
timber from without the state. This will be especially true with 
rapidly growing woods that may be harvested in thirty to fifty 
years, n o t a b ly , cottonwood (Populus deltoides) and white pine 
(Pinus strobus). The former has a distinct value for supplying 
the rougher grades of lumber for building purposes, prates, and 
boxes. Although deficient in timbered area, Iowa is in a region 
which uses large quantities of the manufactured products of the 
forest. The stability of the agricultural industry and the devel­
opment of cheap power within the state will steadily increase the 
demand for raw material. Both timber growing and the manu­
facture of forest products should go hand in hand.
For over sixty years Iowa has been recognized as* a producer 
of lumber products. In 1850 the census shows a production of 
lumber products for the st,ate of $470,670; for 1860 the total 
amounted to $2,378,529; and in 1870 it equaled $5,794,285. In 
1910 the value of the lumber, lath and shingles manufactured in 
Iowa, equaled $2,048,490. The amount of lumber sawed within 
the state increased until the decade 1890 when the maximum oc­
curred. Since that time the decrease has been rapid, due not only 
to the exhaustion of the local supply of saw timber, but also be­
cause of the heavy drain upon the forests tributary to the region.
The following is the lumber cut per year, according to the
United States Census Reports:
1880 .................................................
1890' ............................................... .
1900 ................................................
1905 ................................................
1908 ................................................
1909 ................................................
1910 .................................. ............
412.578.000 board feet
568.816.000 board feet
351.769.000 board feet
281.521.000 board feet
97.242.000 board feet
132.021.000 board feet
75.446.000 board feet
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The seventy-five million feet for the year 1910 was distributed 
among the following species:
White pine . .  
Other cdnifers
Oak .................
Maple . ..........
Beech .......... .
Birch ...........
Basswood ------
Hickory . , .
E lm  . . . . . ____
Ash
Cottonwood . 
Sycamore . . . .
Walnut . . . . . .
Others ............
47,445,000 board feet
11.000 board feet
7.471.000 board feet
2.272.000 board feet
80.000 board feet
369.000 board feet
1.869.000 board feet
366.000 board feet
6.648.000 board feet
463.000 board feet
7.299.000 board feet
142.000 board feet
821.000 board feet
190.000 board feet
What per cent of the total cut is from planted timber is not 
known. It may be reasonably expected that from thirty to forty 
per cent of the present cut of cottonwood is from artificial plan­
tations.
The preceding report shows that over 262,000,000 board feet of 
rough lumber was turned into manufactured products during 
1911, which does not include the finished lumber shipped into the 
state, nor that used in the rough. The total lumber used in Iowa 
can only be approximated but would probably exceed one-half 
billion board feet. An investigation carried on at the Agricul­
tural Experiment Station during 1909 and 1910 determined that
25,500,000 fence posts were used annually on the Iowa farms. 
This would be the equivalent of 150,000,000 board feet,. I f  to 
this is added the timber consumed as fire wood, telephone and 
telegraph poles, railroad ties, mine timbers, etc., the total con­
sumption for the state in one year will reach into the billions, if 
reduced to the board foot unit. It has been roughly estimated 
that the present stand of timber would supply the state for 
approximately ten years were it possible to obtain a com­
plete utilization of the products of the forest. The combined 
industries are consuming forest products, in all probability from 
eight to ten times faster than produced. Although a great differ­
ence between production and consumption of forest products will 
remain in Iowa, there is opportunity to reduce this difference by 
putting the timberlandsi into a more produltive condition and 
by utilizing to their fullest extent such waste lands as are un­
suited for agriculture.
COTTONWOOD
The cottonwood has been one of the most serviceable trees in 
Iowa from the earliest times. The first settlers in almost any 
portion of the state were able to secure lumber from this tree for
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A three-year-old Carolina poplar plantation at the ^ .frit^ ub
tnval FYnpriment Station Th6 tr©©s iw6r© on© yo&r old wii6 yWm fet out They av^rage 2.8 inches. in diameter and 17  feet m 
height. The land is overflowed each spring.
building their homes, when more desirable woods were not avail­
able. The cottonwood, perhaps as much as any other tree, has 
afforded protection to the home and stock of the early settler in 
the exposed, wind-swept portions of the state. In most cases the 
early plantations not only received practically no care after 
establishment, but were actually abused by permitting the intru­
sion of stock, yet many of these groves have been supplying wood 
in small quantities for the past thirty or forty years, und today 
are being harvested and are yielding neat returns. With good 
care, or better, with scientific management, the cottonwood should 
be a’valuable timber producer for the- state. • ■
In addition to the many uses to which cottonwood is put m the 
wood-working industries, it is also used extensively m the rough 
for many building purposes. Especially in the eastern and north­
eastern parts of the state, lumber from numerous plantations and 
from many acres of native timber land, has been cut by small 
portable mills and used locally without further manufacture. 
The wood has been serviceable for the framework of houses, barns, 
corncribs etc. When used for interior construction ordinarily 
the cottonwood seems to be preferred to the poorer 
softwoods which may be purchased at an equal price. The cot-
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(onwoocl has also been used extensively for rough flooring, intei- 
iors o f corncribs, fence boards, driveway inclines, and* heavy 
dimension material. Although not recommended for exterior 
work, the cottonwood has occasionally been used where exposed 
to the weather with fair results. In one instance a barn con­
structed entirely of Cottonwood (except shingles) was in excel­
lent condition after ten years’ service. The only fault to be noted 
was m the warping o f some of the 1x4 inch battens. Another 
barn near Des Moines has served its builder for forty-four years. 
The lumber used was exclusively cottonwood (except shingles) 
and the structure had never been painted. The portions pro­
tected from the weather showed no deterioration; the exposed 
wood was weathered to a depth of about one-sixteenth of an inch 
and the portions of the boards near the ground were entirely 
D H B  Mr- Seger of Delaware, Iowa, is using a barn,
J2xl06 feet m dimensions, built almost entirely of cottonwood 
umber. The barn has withstood fifty-two years’ wear and tear 
and is in good condition.
Little trouble seems to be experienced in handling cotton­
e d  lumber if properly seasoned, which is accomplished by 
piling the boards as they come from the saw. The piles should 
be large and should have an even, solid foundation. The boards 
should be placed evenly, and separated by cross strips of uniform 
thickness. When seasoned, the wood becomes quite hard and 
tough, holds nails well and givesi little trouble from warping 
when kept dry. Round peeled timbers used in heavy interior 
construction have suffered noticeably from wood-destroying bee­
tles after twelve to fiften years’ service. In addition to the uses 
already mentioned, the wood is highly valuable for the production 
of-paper pulp, although not, used for this purpose in the state. 
Because of its rapid decay in contact with the soil, the cottonwood 
is used successfully for fence posts only after being treated with 
some preservative. The growth in the juvenile stage is extremely 
iapid, and this is the more true with the variety Carolina poplar. 
Trees of fence post size may be grown in six years under good 
conditions. Untreated posts will last four to five years. Cot­
tonwood posts were treated at the Agricultural Experiment Sta­
tion with the common preservative, creosote, at an expense of 9 
cents per posit. These treated posts should last fifteen years in the 
soil.
Measurements of a three year old cottonwood plantation, es­
tablished at the Experiment Station on land subject to overflow 
show that trees of that age average 2.8 inches in diameter and 
17 feet m height.  ^ The trees are spaced approximately 8 feet 
apart and in planting, one wear old stock grown from cuttings 
was used. The total cost of the plantation per acre, including 
preparation of the soil, cost of trees, planting, cultivating three
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years and pruning once, is $15.32. The only additional care re­
quired will consist in protecting the plantation from fire and 
stock and in making a thinning later when the trees begin fight­
ing for crown space. The thinning would produce fence posts or 
eordwood and the receipts would more than equal the expense of
this operation. B I j§  . „
A  cottonwood plantation forty-five years old on the tarm ot H. 
Uland of Gilman, Iowa, showed a, production of 6,000 feet, board 
measure, of saw timber and 20 cords of wood per acre. A  thirty- 
eight year old cottonwood grove, two and one-half miles south of 
Conrad, has yielded 10,000 feet of saw lumber and 39 cords of 
wood. Another artificial plantation, owned by George Boyd of 
Benton, Iowa, has yielded 13,400 feet of lumber and 55 cords of 
wood per acre. This represents an annual return, ^without inter- 
est, of about $9.00 per acre. A  40 year old plantation in Kossuth 
County, growing on moist bottomland soil, yielded a return of
37,000 board feet of lumber in addition to about 30 cords of fire 
wood per acre. The trees ranged from 10 to 20 inches in diam­
eter and from 65 to 85 feet in height. .
Since much of the early planting of cottonwood was for wind­
break purposes, the tree has been used widely in single rows, 
notably along public roads. Some of these windbreaks have 
yielded good money returns in addition to the protection afforded. 
Mr. C. Anderson of Schaller, Iowa, harvested a portion of a single 
row of cottonwoods in the spring of 1911. The trees were then 
thirty-three years old. The row, one-half mile in length, con­
tained a total of 107 trees; of this number eighty-six were cut, 
sawing out 40,000 feet of lumber. Eighty cords of wood composed 
of large limbs, slabs and edgings, remained for fire wood. The 
twenty-one trees left would cut 8,000 feet of lumber and 15 cords 
of wood. I f  to this is added the loss from high stumps (average 
3 feet), the total for, the single row, one-half mile long, would be 
52 000 feet of lumber and 95 cords of wood. This represents an 
annual return of $30.33, after deducting the cost of establishing 
and care, figured at 5 per cent compound interest, and not taking 
into account the value derived from the row of trees for purposes 
of protection. Another windbreak consisting of a single row ot 
cottonwoods 335 feet long, situated in Louisa County, measured 
6,600 feet of lumber and 20 cords of fuel wood. A  single row of 
64 trees, 41 years old, located two miles northeast of Whiting 
scaled -41,500 feet of lumber and 130 cords of wood. These trees 
were grown on bottomland soil. They ranged in diameter from 
14 inches t,o 36 inches and in height from 85 feet to l30 feet.
The most valuable native stands of cottonwood in Iowa have 
been harvested. On the Missouri river flats, as well as in other 
parts, the cottonwood occurs in patches and in association with 
other hardwood species. In the southwestern part of the state
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near Nebraska City, a saw mill is operating in the cottonwood 
stands adjoining the river. As characteristic of the cottonwood, 
the stand is open, and small cut only is obtained. Measurements 
on four sample acres showed a present average stand of 3,500 
feetj board measure, per acre. Stumpage sells at $4.00 per thou­
sand board feet. The logs are cut into box boards and the lum­
ber sold at $35.00 per thousand feet.
The cotfonwood is native to all portions of the state where the 
local conditions permit its growth. It attains its best development 
on the alluvial bottomlands along the watercourses. Lack of soil 
moisture rather than poor quality of soil generally limits its nat­
ural distribution. Planted singly or in rows, it withstands a 
dryer soil than when in close competition in grove form. The 
heavy production which is seen in single rows favorably situated 
results both from a more abundant supply of soil moisture and 
to a greater amount of light which reaches the trees. In no case 
will the cottonwood endure severe shading. In pure stands the 
density is not sufficient to keep out grass and weeds, an unsatis­
factory condition which may be overcome by planting an under­
story of some shade enduring species. The wood is light and 
quite tough. '■ Its value for fuel results more from the rapid vol­
ume production rather than because of its heating value per unit 
of volume. The tree should be harvested when thirty to forty 
years old. After this age little height, growth occurs. The tree 
matures at about sixty-five years and after this time the wood 
deteriorates rapidly.
The cottonwood is one of the easiest treesi to propagate, either 
from wild seedlings, found in abundance on sand bars, or from 
cuttings. Its growth is remarkably fast even under conditions 
which are far from the optimum for the species. With proper 
protection against stock and fire and under intelligent, manage­
ment, the cottonwood should eventually become one of the leading 
trees of the state. The value of such a rapidly growing tree will 
bett,er be realized when the virgin stands of timber are gone and 
we are dependent on second growth or planted timber for our 
supply of forest products.
H A R D Y  C A T A L P A
At the present time the hardy catalpa is receiving more atten­
tion among timber planters of the state than any other tree. Some 
of the old plantations have given very gratifying returns while 
others, for variousi reasons, have failed. Some of the plantations 
did not succeed because the trees were planted apparently out of 
the range adapted to their growth. Some failures in the northern 
part of the state have been attributed to planting the common in­
stead o f the hardy, species. It has yet, to be demonstrated that
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, j  „„»nnto T'rppa w ere cut back to the
m B S m b O B r n m  tw o years M  P lan tation  o f the Iow a  
jricu ltu ral E xperim en t Station.
even the hardy variety will endure, for a period of years, the 
cold winters in the northern and especially the northwestern 
parts of the state without, some protection against the north­
west winds Iowa is considerably north of the native range of 
the catalpa and even in the central part of the state, the new y 
formed wood will kill back from 6 to 8 inches m an ordinary
winter.
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The wood of the hardy eatalpa is light, soft, porons and very 
durable. It seasons easily without warping and does not, check 
badly.  ^ Because of these qualitiesi, together with its extremely 
rapid juvenile growths, it makes one of the most desirable fence 
post timbers. The tree in its native region obtains a maximum 
diameter of 4y2 feet and a height of 125 feet. For planting it is 
seldom grown longer than thirty years and at that age, in Iowa, 
many of the trees are badly decayed. The cat,alpa does well only 
on a very fertile, deep soil. On sandy soils it is practically a fail- 
ure.^  It is a tree that may profitably be planted on bottomlands 
subject to occasional overflow. Plantations established on the 
Agricultural Experiment Station grounds show that the hardy 
eatalpa makes a good growth on upland soil of good quality. 
Trees growing on three year old roots, when cut ba,ck t,o the 
ground^ will send up sprouts 6 to 12 feet tall and up to 2 
inches in diameter, during the first season. The tree will 
not grow in the shade of other species. It responds readily to 
good cultivation and protection. Until the branches and leaves 
are of sufficient density to shade the soil, %e plantation should be 
cultivated. Fires should be kept out and the stock excluded 
from the beginning. One of the best plantations in the state, 
located one-half mile from South Amana, has been free from pas­
turage from the time of planting. A  sample acre o f this planta­
tion, measured in 1911, when the trees were twenty-six years old 
showed a stand of 795 posts at, present on the ground. Approxi­
mately 1,250 posts had been removed previously, making a total 
productiqn for the acre, 2,045 posts. This represents an annual 
return of $13.00 per acre, figuring 5 per cent compound interest 
on an estimated cost of $20.00 per acre for establishment. This 
species should have a lasting place among Iowa plantations. Be­
cause of its characteristics, it is well suited for producing fence 
posts, a product which is constantly and widely demanded 
throughout the state.
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WHITE PINE IN IOWA
BY NELSON C. BROWN.
On account of its rapid growth, varied uses on the farm and 
general markets, comparative freedom from tree diseases and ease 
o f  planting, it is believed that white pine (Pinus strobus) is one 
of the very best trees for farm planting in Iowa It serves the 
purposes of general wood production as well as for shelterbelts 
and wind breaks practically as successfully as any other tree 
suited t,o the climate and soils of the state. In the past, white pm® 
has not been planted nearly as much as the cottonwood, soft 
maple, Scotch pine, Norway spruce and catalpa. The government 
and other reports seldom include white pine as a suitable tree tor 
planting in Iowa. This is doubtless due t,o the general belief that 
Iowa is included in the more arid portions of the middle west, 
which are only suitable for planting to such species as box elder, 
green ash, Eussian mulberry, catalpa, hackberry, American elm, 
etc. It has been clearly demonstrated that white pme along with 
cottonwood, catalpa and European larch are without doubt tour 
of the best species for planting in Iowa. Of these four species, 
white pine will grow successfully under the greatest variety ot
climate and soil conditions. a lff lB
The natural distribution of white pme is from Newfoundland 
¿nd Nova Scotia west to Manitoba in Canada and Minnesota. 
From these extreme eastern and western points it ranges south to 
northeastern Iowa and northern Indiana and along the higher 
parts of the Appalachian system to northern Georgia«. The tree 
occurs to best, advantage and size, however, m northern _Penn- 
sylvania and in those portions of Michigan, Wisconsin and Min­
nesota bordering the great lakes. It has probably been cut for 
lumber and general wood products more than any other tree m
this country in the past, • Vu
In Iowa white pine is found as a native species throughout the 
northeastern portions of the state. Its extreme western limit is 
along the Iowa river near Steamboat, Eock m Hardin County 
where several large trees were recently_ cut for lumber. It 
also occurs south along .the Mississippi river to Muscatine 
county. In the past it, has been so heavily lumbered m the clear­
ing of land for agricultural purposes t h a t n^ cc^fs^ nly¥ a+s,^  
fugitive tree throughout the native forests of the bluffs of the 
Mississippi and along the streams and steep slopes of the north­
east counties. , _ ill
The Census Bureau has recently given Iowa credit for a con­
siderable cut of white pine. This is somewhat misleading be-
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cause the white pine, although sawed in large quantities at mills 
in Dubuque, Davenport and other points m the state, was rafte 
down the Mississippi river from Wisconsin a n d  Mmnesota^ It is 
a common sight at the present time to see white pme scattered 
through the forests along the Upper Iowa and ¡ ^ 1 ^ »  
the small creeks breaking through the bluffs of the Ml881ss PP 
in Allamakee and Clayton counties, but it never 
commercial quantities. Natural reproduction 18 
taking place from the parent trees wherever fires and grazing
have been kept out in the past.  ^ s , •,
In regard to the value of white pme as a timber tree, t y 
be saiid that it has a greater variety of uses on the market than 
any other tree in the country. Its wood has a specific gravi y 
of 38. It is soft, light and fairly durable and if properly sea­
soned will warp and check less than any other of our common 
woods. For the purpose of general farm construction, it is doubt­
ful if there is a, better tree for planting m the state unless it l 
the cottonwood. It has been considerably used for farm build­
ings and for general repair work about the farm, but m con 
with the soil it is not nearly as durable as catalpa,, white cedar, 
black locust or the oaks. There are two prominent farmers m 
northeastern Iowa who built all their barns and outbuildings 
m  made all necessary repairs on their farms out of trees that 
they themselves and their fathers had planted m the past. When 
treated with preservatives, white pine makes an excellent tenc
P°As a windbreak and shelterbelt, white pine' when planted with 
white cedar and Norway spruce, or even alone, makes an exce- 
lent windbreak. Its aesthetic value cannot be over-looked as it 
always adds attractiveness to the farmstead whenever Panted 
either about the home for shade or as a windbreak or shelterbelt. B will grow,almost as rapidly as any of the other trees planted 
for these purposes and on account of its broad, dense foliaSe 
which remains the year around, it is much better as a wmdbrea 
than the hardwoods or European larch. It has been demonstrated 
that an efficient windbreak has a very favorable influence on 
orchards and consequently on fruit production. _ ,
White pine, as has been mentioned before, is adapted to a 
great variety of soils and site conditions. It has been planted 
and successfully grown on high sandy hill tops as well as on the 
more favorable clay loams of the lower slopes and valleys. O 
steep hillsides and locations which are not desirable for .agricul­
tural purposes, it, produces excellent results. Although it is 
fastidious in its requirements, the ideal soil for most rapid grow h
is a well drained sandy or clay loam.
The best stock to use in planting white pme is three year old 
transplants; that is, seedlings that, have been m the nursery one
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year and in the transplant bed two years. Planting is a com­
paratively easy operation owing to the hardiness of white pine 
and the relatively small root system of the sieedling when two or 
three years of age. Planting may be done at, a cost of from $8 to 
$12 per acre, depending upon the cost of the seedlings, condition 
of the ground and the efficiency of the planters. This is on the 
basis c f spacing 6x6 feet apart, which is probably best for gen­
eral all-around purposes, although for windbreaks and shelter- 
belts it should be planted closer. Trees spaced 6x6 feet apart 
means about 1,200 per acre. Seedlings are grown in the east at a 
cost of from $3 to $4 per thousand but commercial nurserymen 
usually charge from $6 to $8 per thousand, depending on the size, 
age and condition of the stock. Planting should be 'done early in 
the spring just, before the buds on the trees begin to swell. The 
operation can best he done with a mattock to open up a hole in 
the ground in which the tree is inserted; then the soil is firmed 
about the roots by the foot.
The white pine will commonly grow an average of one foot, 
or better in height per year. One plantation reached an average 
height of 26 feet and an average diameter of 14 inches in twenty- 
five years. This showed a total average yield of 15,000 board 
feet per aicre in this time. One plantation of white pine spaced 
8x8 feet apart yielded 35,000 board feet per acre in fifty years. 
The trees showed an average of about 16 inches in diameter, four 
and one-half feet from the ground, and 47 feet in height. This 
is not an unusual yield but one that may be expected under or­
dinary or average conditions. On Mr. F. H. Shoulte’s farm near 
McGregor, there is a plantation of about two and one-half acres 
of pure white pine, spaced irregularly about 8x10 feet. This 
plantation was made in 1893 of three year old transplants. In 
ihe spring of 1912 the trees were in a thrifty condition, averag­
ing about 32 feet in height and 13 inches in diameter.
The returns that may be expected from planting white pine 
vary with the nare in planting, the quality of stock used and the 
soil conditions. One plantation yielded an average annual in­
come of $10 per acre over a period of 35 years; another $12 per 
acre per annum over a slightly shorter period. In planting white 
pine, it is not necessary to cultivate the ground after planting 
but it is absolutely essential to keep out surface fires and stock. 
Sheep and cattle are apt to nip the tender young seedlings, kill­
ing them back or destroying them, and a ground fire will invari­
ably kill the young trees.
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